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Like many other Non-governments and Human Rights Organizations the 

Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS also face so many challenges during the year and 

to work for the vulnerable minority communities and persecuted church in 

Pakistan. The activities CTS carried out were not possible to do alone without the 

help of an active and ambitious team/staff.  CTS is very much grateful for their 

commitment and incredible facilitation in the execution of CTS work and help to 

provide an emergency relief to the victim families.  

CTS is also grateful to our legal team, a panel of advocates including Mr. 

Nadeem Hassan, Mr. Qaisar Jhon, Mr. Maher Fiyyaz, Mr, Shahid Mirza, Ms. 

Ruhama Ayub, Mr. Gulzar Hanjran and Mr. Sheryar Shams for their commitment 

and valuable services to provide relief and quick legal remedies to the victims of 

blasphemy and forced conversion. 

We are very grateful for the unwavering support of our friends‘ and donors, who provided the funding for CTS 

marvelous work. 

Finally, CTS is especially thankful to Mr. Michael Dorn, Melina Dorn, Mr. Oliver Kunze and Dorothy, Mr. 

Burkhard Schmitz, Mr. Peter Koenig & Wilma, Mr. Peter Bronsveld, Mr. Joel Woordewind, Mr. Dick 

Kleinhesselink, Mr. Matthias Rudloff & Gundula Rudloff, Ms. Brigitte & Hoffmeister, Tobias Herold, Sheena & 

Aaron and Mr. Bilal Minot for all financial and moral support.  

CTS also Thankful to everyone for support through prayers!  
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CTS works to promote a better future for disadvantaged groups in society through formal and informal 

education, advocacy and empowerment trainings of youth especially women and young girls from minority 

communities in Pakistan. 

Introduction of Organization: 

Christians‘ True Spirit (CTS) is a non – government; nonprofit Christian Organization in Pakistan, founded 

and registered in the year 2015. CTS conduct its relief and development work with a special focus on 

disadvantaged children living in poverty. Founded on Christian principles, CTS also engaged in public policy 

advocacy work as a way of combating pervasive social justice. Collaboration with International partners CTS 

work in areas like education, advocacy, health and protection / shelter for young women and families. 

Vision: 

CTS is a Christian relief, development and advocacy organization dedicated to working with children, families 

and communities to overcome poverty and injustice in Pakistan. 

Mission Statement:   

CTS believe that sustainable economic growth is essential for self – reliance and alleviation of poverty. 

Providing basic education for marginalized groups caught in a conflict – ridden society is crucial for 

socioeconomic improvement. With education, increased skills, and improved employment opportunities, the 

potential for conflict will be diminished. 

Objectives: 

 To provide facilities for the formal and informal education of disadvantaged children ages 6 to 15 and 

encourage them for higher education. 

 To empower youth including young boys and girls through education, skill improvement and technical 

trainings for good job opportunities and elimination of poverty. 

 To conduct social integration gender base programs to promote peace and harmony and less torture to 

women through seminars and awareness programs. 

 To provide shelter to women and children victim of violence / torture and families with all basic 

commodities and reaction activities. 

 To provide free legal assistance from religious minority groups such as women and children in legal 

cases of forced conversion, sexual & gender based violence, domestic violence and all sort of women 

oppression. 

 To conduct fact finding of the incidents and brutal attacks on minority groups and women violence by 

extremist and report different issues of minorities as well as women oppression at national and 

international level. 

 To do research work for data collection on education and human rights situation with the special focus on 

women rights and child rights.  

       Christians’ True Spirit (CTS) 



 
 

CTS network: 

CTS is an organization which works for peace and to improve the socioeconomic situation of disadvantaged 

groups and address the challenges of education and human rights. CTS is committed and believe in a 

teamwork and gladly collaborate with individuals and NGOs who share the same vision. It is through 

teamwork that the greatest changes can be made. 

 

CTS work in Punjab, Pakistan, for the assistance of unprivileged and vulnerable groups through an eligible 

and an active team of 20 members including volunteers. CTS work under the projects and ensure on time 

appropriate assistance to the victims. 

1- Women Empowerment 

CTS organize social integration programs in society to promote peace and harmony through seminars and 

awareness programs with youth for transformation. CTS arrange skill trainings and development programs 

for the vulnerable people especially women from minority groups and provide them job opportunities through 

different linkages to give them respectable life in the society. 

2- Education Program 

CTS conduct its relief and development work with a special focus on disadvantaged children living in poverty. 

Collaboration with international partners CTS work, in areas like education and health is channeled through 

its child sponsorship program. One large group in particular, the brick kiln laborers, live as social outcasts in 

conditions akin to slavery. Their children have absolutely no hope of a different future without the help, CTS 

aim to provide. In addition to working with children aged 6 – 15, CTS also target youth aged 18 – 20 to help 

them gain life skills and technical trainings for better employment opportunities, as well as increasing 

awareness of human rights. 

An educated population on secure economic footing is vital for combating conflict based on ignorance and 

hatred. CTS work closely in regions that are grappling with the complex effects of educational opportunities 

for marginalized groups. 

Under the CTS adult education program young boys, girls and women who have never been educated, 

learning to read and to write their names and to perform simple calculations which will enable them to keep 

records of their work hours and wages. 

3- Panah (Sanctuary House): 

CTS provided shelter, safe lodgings to the victims for extended periods in collaboration with other individual 

and like mind organizations. CTS responded to provide protection and rehabilitative support to the innocent 

victims of gender based violence, forced conversion and sexual abuse by extending legal aid and protection. 

The efforts have resulted to protect minority citizens, and their families those whose lives on risk by the 

extremists. 

How we work? 



 
 

It‘s a matter of honor in the Pakistan society, that parents feel humiliation to keep a girl in the house again 

after her kidnapping and rape. In this situation CTS provide shelter to those girls and keep in Panah.  

Survivors are provided complete basic needs, health facilities and good food in the sanctuary house of CTS. 

In a few cases when the girls are in trauma and meant stress CTS arranges psychologists for their mental 

therapy and relaxation. CTS also organize different indoor activities to keep the women busy and give them 

absolute hope to restart their fresh life. 

4- Legal Assistance and Advocacy:  

CTS is involved in dealing with the cases of gender based violence, domestic violence, forced conversion, 

forced marriages and blasphemy cases. CTS also have been conducting awareness programs and different 

activities to empower women and encourage them to raise voice against women violence and torture. 

5- Documentation and research on different Human Rights Issues: 

CTS conduct research on different human rights issues and the issues related to minorities. CTS have 

compiled a research report on Hindu community on the abduction, rape and forced marriages in 2012 with 

the collaboration of Global Human Rights Defenders Netherlands. 

CTS also report the incidents and attacks on minorities by Extremists groups and our reports are shared with 

international community, individuals and Human Rights Organizations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Project Context:  

CTS project ―Panah‖ (safe accommodation) is for the young girls, women and families who face persecution 

in different ways. CTS provide safe accommodation to the victims and survivors of rape and physical 

violation. CTS also provide protection families involved in religious conflicts and those victims of faith. 

Christians are the most vulnerable and weak community in Pakistan facing discrimination, hatred ignorance 

and injustice due to poverty. The Christian women and young girls who do domestic work to feed their 

families, they always seek help and extra favour from their owners. The male owners know the weakness of 

these poor Christians, they pay them extra money as help and feel them personal property. They began to 

put pressure on women and asked to build illicit relations. On repeated refusals to their sexual advances and 

harassment they are subjected to severe violence. They are beaten, raped and forced to convert in to Islamic 

and forced to get married with their rapists. They women who work on the brick kilns factories and those who 

work for feudal-lords are slaves and often sexually abused and torture.  

Victims of sexual harassment as well as forced marriage approach CTS for legal assistance and shelter. The 

young women victims of raped and torture are always afraid and shy to report the matters. Belonging to the 

poor families cannot hire lawyers for their legal proceedings in the courts. In the case when they willing and 

strongly stand for justice CTS support them in hiring lawyers and provide them safe place to live where they 

are completely safe from the future harms. Same as the victims of blasphemy, face sever violence by the 

Muslim clerics and extremists who want to kill the alleged accused. It is always fear the aggressive mob  give 

fire the houses of Christians to kill them alive.  

CTS rescue the families on high life risk including men, women and children from the fire and provide them 

safe place to live in emergency. In the CTS shelter they are provided with all basic facilities, food, women 

stuff, clothes and health facilities if required.  

CTS help the children in the shelter to keep continue their studies nearby schools when they are not too 

much frightened to move. The young girls are also encouraged to go school when they stay in the shelter 

more than three months.  

CTS provide opportunity to the women to learn skills and hand work to do earning in future when they return 

to their places after their cases are set aside by the courts. CTS arrange indoor activities and seminars for 

these women to educate them about their rights and train them for future life.  

Every evening the shelter residents pray together, they read bible and sing holy Psalms. 

Once a week a Pastor and Priest come to the shelter for prayer and share the word of God with the victim 

survivors. CTS amazed to keep the victims in strong faith and providing spiritual food to the oppressed.      

The main objective of CTS is to work for the elimination of human rights violations and to provide safe 

accommodations to the victims of intolerance and injustice and those victims of violence, abduction & rape, 

frced marriage and forced conversion.  CTS also provide them free legal assistance when needed.  

     “Panah” (Shelter home for young women and victims of faith) 



 
 

 

Since Christians‘ True Spirit establish itself as a relief, development  and an advocacy organization to work 

for Christians‘ Persecution and injustice in Pakistan, is also serving victim families, women, adolescences by 

providing a shelter home in different cases of Blasphemy, and women oppression and providing free legal aid 

and shelter at its home for Panah.  

There are more than 50 families, 30 girls/women/ and about 30 children who have been accommodated in 

CTS shelter time to time since 2016. In the year of 2018 CTS provided safe accommodation and 

rehabilitation to 8 families including 8 women, 9 men and 18 children from the ages of six-month to 12 years. 

CTS Shelter also provided secured place and rehabilitation to 14 adolescents and young girls. These people 

were provided with the medicines and taken to the hospital at the time of their sickness and other health 

issues. CTS manage to provide these residents with all facilities including 3 times food, clothing, education 

and health. CTS also provide them opportunity to pray together as a family in the house and a Pastor comes 

to them once a week to share the word of God and for their spiritual growth and strong belief. CTS provide 

with counseling when the victims are depressed and in trauma and arrange them proper doctors for their 

mental relaxation and health.  

 A Pictorial View 

"Panah"         Report 2018 - 2019 



 
 

 

 



 
 

           Detail of the families, young women and adolescents residents 2018 - 2019 

No.  Name  Sex  Age  When come to 
Shelter  

City  Reason to 
come to shelter   

When left No 
people 

1-  Afroz John  F 26 April 18, 2017 Rawalpindi Conversion  May 2018 
 

1 

2-  John Masih M 32 Feb 2, 2018    
         = 

2 

3-  Gabrial John M 04 Feb 2, 2018            = 
 

3 

1-  Sajida Bibi w/o 
Shaukat Masih 

F 58 Feb 20, 2018 Jehlam Blasphemy case  Continue  4 

2-  Khuram Shaukat  M 30            =  Son of Sajida May 2018 
 

5 

3-  Meerab Shaukat   F 22            =  Daughter  Sep 2019 
 

6 

4-  Sheryar Shaukat M 20            =  Son  Continue  
 

7 

5-  Sonam Shaukat 
w/o Aneel Masih 

F 25            =   Daughter  May 2018 8 

6-  Abrina Aneel F 9            =   Daughter of 
Sonam 

May 2018 
 

9 

7-  Arina Aneel F 6            =  Daughter of 
Sonam 

 
May 2018 

10 

1-  Shahbaz Anjum M 29 Aug 22, 2018 Gujranwala Blasphemy  Continue  
 

11 

2-  Aksa Shahbaz F 28            =  Wife of Shahbaz   
Continue  

12 

3-  Alina Shahbaz  F 10            =  Daughter  Continue 
 

13 

4-  Shanaya Shahbaz  F 08            =  Daughter   
Continue 

14 

5-  Zavior Shahbaz M 06            =  Son   
Continue 

15 

6-  Daud Shabaz M 04            =  Son   
Continue 

16 

1-  Zia Anjum M 34            = Gujranwala Blasphemy  Continue 
 

17 

2-  Saba Zia F 32            =  Wife of Zia   
Continue 

18 

3-  Isha Zia F 09            =  Daughter   
Continue 

19 

4-  Reeshal Zia F 07            =  Daughter   
Continue 

20 

5-  Ruham Zia M 05            =  Son   
Continue 

21 

1-  Qaisar Anjum M 30            = Gujranwala Blasphemy   
May 2019 

22 

2-  Nusrat Qaisar F 36            =  Wife of Qaisar  May 2019 
May 2019 

23 

3-  Falak Qaisar F 07            =  Daughter  May 2019 
 

24 

4-  Honey Qaisar M 06             =  Son  May 2019 
 

25 

5-  Eman Qaisar F 05             =   Daughter  May 2019 
 

26 

6-  Sinthiya Qaisar F 06 
mont
h 

            =  Daughter  May 2019 27 

1-  George Anjum  M 68             = Gujranwala Blasphemy Died  28 



 
 

Died in Shelter  Nov 2018 

2-  Nigat George  F 65             =  Wife of George  May 2019 
 

29 

3-  Ijaz George  M 23             =  Son May 2019 
 

30 

1-  Javed Victor  M 40 Nov 20, 2017  Calarakabad  Rape case of his 
daughter  

Continue  31 

2-  Alishbah Javed  F 15             =  Daughter of 
Javed  

Continue  
 

32 

3-  Haroon Javed  M 12             =  Son  Continue  
 

33 

4-  Muskan Javed F 10             =  Daughter  Continue  
 

34 

1- Aneel Bashir  M 28 August 20, 2018 Kahna Neu Forced 
Conversion 

June 2019 
 

35 

2-  Zaina Aneel F 26             =           = Conversion  June 2019 
 

36 

3-  Prince Aneel M 7 
mont
h  

Born in Shelter           = Son of Aneel 
Bashir 

June 2019 37 

1-  Sonia Rachel  F 28 Sep 15, 2018 Green Town 
LHR 

Forced Marriage  April 2019 
 

38 

2-  Saba Ijaz F 18 Oct 20, 2018 Jalo Pind LRH Sexual 
Harassment 

June 2019 
 

39 

3-  Alisha Ijaz F 15            = Jalo Pind LRH Sister of Saba June 2019 
 

40 

4-  Sumble Rafique  F 26 Oct 15, 2018 Ghazi Road 
LHR 

Sexual 
Harassment 

Continue  
 

41 

5-  Iqra Bibi  F 30 Nov 28, 2018 Faisalabad  Sexual 
Harasment 

June 2019 
 

42 

6-  Marriam  F 6 
mont
h 

           =           = Daughter of Iqra 
Bibi 

June 2019 43 

7-  Mehwish Shaukat F 8  June 22, 2018           = Rape Case  April 2019 
 

44 

8-  Hina Bibi F 36   Feb 20, 2019 Youhanabad 
LHR 

Domestic 
violence  

Aug 2019 
 

45 

9-  Suhana  F 12              =           = Daughter of 
Hina 

Aug 2019 
 

46 

10-  Shumaila  F 10              =           = Daughter of 
Hina 

Aug 2019 
 

47 

1-  Nasir Masih  M 48  May 06, 2019 Kahana Nue 
LHR 

Victims of faith Aug 2019 
 

48 

2-  Nuzhat Nasir  F 45             =           = Wife of Nasir  Aug 2019 
 

49 

3-  Shakoor M 24             =           = Son  Aug 2019 
 

50 

4-  Daud Nasir M 18             =           = Son  Aug 2019 
 

51 

5-  Ruth Nasir  F 26   Lahore   52 
 

6-  Rozi Bibi F 48 June 15, 2019           = Victims of Faith Sep 2019 
 

53 

7-  Vickram Chand M 22             =           = Son of Rozi Sep 2019 
 

54 

8-  Suneha  F 17             =           = Daughter of 
Rozi 

Sep 2019 
 

55 

9-  Shamim Bibi 
widow  

F 46 Oct 20, 2019 Raiwind Lahore Forced Labor  Continue  56 

10-  Marriam  F 13             =           = Daughter of 
Shamim 

Continue  
 

57 



 
 

11-  Saira  F 10             =           = Daughter of 
Shamim 

Continue 
 

58 

12-  Ferhan Aziz  M 24             =           = Blasphemy Continue  
 

59 

13-  Malaika Sabir  F 13 April 09, 2019 Raiwind Lahore  Attempt to rape  Continue  
 

60 

14-  Komal Lazar F 14 April 10, 2019 Ajnianwala Attempt to rape  Continue  
 

61 

15-  Sara Saleem  F 17 May 29, 2019 Ajnianwala  Abduction and 
rape  

Continue  
 

62 

16-   Khadija Al-Kubra 
w/o Mohammad 
Shahid  

F 32 Feb 20, 2018 Gujranwala Convert  Continue  63 

17-  Haddi Shahid  M 13             =          = Son of Khadija Continue  
 

64 

18-  Talha Shahid  M 11             =          = Son Continue 
  

65 

19-  Haddia Shahid  F 10             =          = Daughter  Continue 
  

66 

20-  Satayish Shahid  F 07             =          = Daughter  Continue 
  

67 

 Shahzad Masih  M 30 Arrested / Jail Gujranwala  Blasphemy  Prison  

 

Total Residents: 67 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

What is GBV? 

Gender-based violence (GBV) is violence that is directed at an individual based on his or her biological sex 

OR gender identity. It includes physical, sexual, verbal, emotional, and psychological abuse, threats, 

coercion, and economic or educational deprivation, whether occurring in public or private life. 

Gender-based violence (GBV) refers to any harm perpetrated against a person‘s will on the basis of gender 

— the socially ascribed differences between males and females. GBV is rooted in historically unequal power 

between men, women, boys and girls. Women and girls are often targets because of social norms and beliefs 

that perpetuate their second-class social status. Gender-based violence also refers to the violence directed 

at people who do not conform to traditional gender roles and norms, including LGBT people. 

GBV includes physical, sexual and psychological abuse of women and girls (and in some cases men and 

boys) in the home, community, workplace and in schools; trafficking; traditional practices such as female 

genital cutting and honor crimes; and sexual violence and exploitation during and after conflicts.  

 

Gender-based violence is both a cause and a consequence of poverty and gender inequality. 

At the household and community levels, threats, harassment or actual violence in and around schools limits 

women‘s and girls‘ mobility and consequently their livelihood opportunities and ability to access education, 

health and to participate in political processes. Gender-based violence also has enormous economic cost in 

terms of health services, police and legal services, decreased productivity, family income and food security.  

Our Strategy for Ending GBV 

Ending poverty requires addressing the power inequalities between women and men, girls and boys that 

underpin gender-based violence. 

CTS is committed to supporting the empowerment of poor women and girls in their challenges to enjoy happy 

and healthy lives and to change the contexts in which they live, learn, work and raise families. 

This includes the organization‘s dedication to working with women and men in all settings to confront gender-

based violence, which affects at least one in three women. 

CTS‘s holistic approach to gender-based violence combines prevention with comprehensive service delivery, 

and addresses root causes driving various forms of gender-based violence and gender discrimination. 

CTS works with issues of GBV, including providing critical medical, legal, psychosocial and protection 

services to people experiencing violence (primarily women and girls), and provides protection and legal 

Gender based violence GBV: 

“CTS Work to End Gender-Based Violence” 



 
 

assistance through advocate to proceed their cases in the courts according to the provision of laws, raise 

awareness and change local norms that perpetuate violent behavior. 

 
Free Legal assistance and Shelter facilities to the GBV survivors and the victims of religious persecution     
               

1- Saira Afzal aged 13, victim of rape  

On January 18, 2018 Katherine Sapna Karamat 

Director CTS and Mr Khalid Gill MITP visited Saira 

Masih d/o Afzal Masih aged 13 year old at her home 

village Kot Waris, Gujranwala to show solidarity with 

the minor and her family after she was sexually 

assaulted by a Muslim man of 35 years named Amir 

Zaman s/o of Sher Zaman on January 14, 2018.   

Saira and her younger sister Komal aged 10 years 

went to their routine work at the farm house of 

Chaudhry Ishtiaq s/o Riasat Ali at about 8:00 a.m. 

Where Amir Zaman showed his frustration and raped 

Saira in the fields. He beat Saira and her sister when 

they cried for help and tied Komal in the room with a 

pillar as she      wanted to help and save her sister 

from this bad man.   

Saira's father has lodged in the local Police Station Wazirabad Saddar FIR no. 12/18 offence under section 

376 PPC on the same day 14-1-2018. The accused was arrested by the police on the same day and he has 

admitted crime in his statement to the police. The other side medico legal report has also confirmed rape of 

innocent Saira.    

Shamim Bibi and Afzal Masih (parents of the victim) informed that Amir Zaman work at the same farm house 

where the young daughters go to work every day. Amir Zaman is resident of Dhook Jalal Din police station 

Jatali Tehsil Gujar Khan Rawalpindi. Chaudhy Ishtiaq 

s/o Riasat Ali brings this unknown man from Data Sab 

Shrine Lahore about a week ago the incident of rape 

and made him for work on very low wages or nothing 

to pay. Amir Zaman lived at the farm house and 

worked for day and night.   

Saira said with the tearful eyes, ―I cried and cried for 

help but no one came to help me, bad man beat me in 

the head and forced me to go with him to the fields of 

sugarcane. He dragged and pulled me in the middle of 

the fields where no one could hear my cry and see 

Case studies 



 
 

what happening to me. It was too much painful for me and I was afraid of killing by him too‖.   

CTS extended solidarity to the grieved family of this 

innocent girl who feeling safe herself as she was not 

killed, and assured the parents for any kind of 

assistance through legal as well as financial support. 

The team said prayer for the peace of this family 

especially for Saira for her medical conditions after this 

brutal rape.   

Katherine Sapna and Mr. Khalid Gill along with Mr. 

Naeem Bhatti and other local social workers 

approached Police Station Saddar Wazirabad, to 

collect info regarding police investigation and very 

much concerned about the further legal proceedings. 

They ask Mohammad Adnan Investigation Officer of this rape case and also saw accused Amir Zaman s/o 

Sher Zaman in the police station where he repeatedly admitted and confessed for his crime even at the front 

of CTS team.  

2- Teenager, Nadia Tanveer, raped and tortured  

Nadia d/o Tanveer Masih aged 14 resident of Chack 87 Awan Abad; 

Sargodha was raped by a Muslim Ashraf cast Khokher on 

September 22, 2018 at noon 12:00 pm when she went out of her 

house for some work. When Nadia was missing her mother 

Shamshad Bibi started to find her out in the surroundings and 

neighbors. When she went to the Haveli (house) of Ashraf Khokher 

she heard the cries of her daughter and asked Ashraf to release her 

daughter. Nadia was crying and could not stop herself telling to 

mother about the incident happened to her. At the spot she told her 

mother that Ashraf Khokher raped her and threatened to stay quite 

otherwise he will kill her and all family members including her 

parents.  

Shamshad bibi hold hand of her daughter and wanted to take her to 

home meanwhile Ashraf Khokher attacked Nadia with a piece of 

brick and hit her at head which caused a deep head injury and 

bleeding. Ashraf Khokher raped Nadia and attacked her physically 

and escaped from the scene. On the complaint of Shamshad Bibi 

and Tanveer Masih (parents of Nadia) the Police at the local police 

station have registered a case FIR no. 402/18 offence under section 

376 PPC.  

Police also took Nadia to the Hospital for Medical Examine to prove 

her rape and for the treatment of severe head injury. She got 6 



 
 

stitches in her head injury and taking medications.  

Nadia and her parents are afraid of Ashraf 

Khokher aggressor of Nadia who can harm this 

poor family for filing a legal case in the police 

station against him.  

Poor parents approached CTS through Tahir 

Naveed Chaudry former MPA for help and legal 

assistance. They also requested for protection 

and safe accommodation while they do not want 

any compromise in this case and willing to stand 

up for fight and get justice.           

Atif Javed s/o Mohammad Ashraf Khokher got 

pre arrest bail by the session‘s court Sargodha, 

it was fixed for the confirmation on 2nd of 

October 2018. CTS Lawyer Nadeem Hussan 

and Mr. Tahir Naveed Chaudhry contested the 

bail which was dismissed and the accused run away from the court as he was in fear of getting arrested by 

the police. Later on the police made several raids to arrest Atif Javed but he was not arrested. Meanwhile the 

accused pressurized the family for the compromise in the case. They were threatened for life if they do not 

withdraw the case.   

The family needs to be relocated and provide protection to live safe and to fight for justice. CTS has provided 

a temporary protection to Nadia her parents and her other four siblings at CTS shelter in Lahore. 

CTS lawyers filed an application to the Senior 

Police Officer in Sargodha while complaining 

about the negligence and malafide attention of 

the concerned police. SP ordered the local 

police for the arrest of the accused as soon as 

possible and report. While the accused Atif 

Javed was absconded, police get arrested his 

father and his brother. Therefore Atif 

approached High Court for the pre- arrest bail 

and the same is fixed for November 15, 2018 for 

confirmation.     

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

3- Asma Yaqoob 

Asma Yaqoob alias Maria bib was a Christian girl of 25 

years old, residence of Hajji Pura Sialkot. Her father is a 

retired from a government job as sweeper in Courts, 

whereas her mother Parveen bibi is doing in a travel 

agency as sweeper too. Yaqoob Masih and his wife has 

ten (10) children together; namely 1- Marriam, 2- 

Shamim, 3- Shumaila, 4 - Mehboob, 5-  Mansoor, 6- 

Asma alias Maria (Victim), 7- Neelam, 8 - Maqsood, 9 - 

Kiran (studying 09 standard), 10- Rabia (studying 10 

standard). Five of her siblings are married.  

 

 

Asma Yaqoob was on number 06 among her siblings 

and she was doing a job in a chemical factory nearer to her town to support her family. She noticed that 

whenever she leaves for her job in the morning, a Muslim boy Rizwan of her town follows her on regular 

basis. But firstly, she preferred to ignore his activity and didn‘t share about this with her family to save her 

job. Asma very well know about her family financial crises and didn‘t want to lose her job.   

But Rizwan got courage and his chasing activity turn into sexually harassment, one day when Asma was way 

back to her home after her off, Rizwan stopped her on the road and forcibly pulled her towards him and 

asked her to go with him because he likes her very much and wanted to marry with her. When Asma alias 

Maria refused him and told that it‘s not possible because she does belong to Christian faith and cannot marry 

to a Muslim boy. Meanwhile some people gathered there and Rizwan left her and moved.  

Asma alias Maria told about the happening to Rizwan‘s uncle but it went in vain and after few days again 

Rizwan started molestation with her on her way to job. Asma was very upset. It was happening for last 4 

years, and Asma couldn‘t do anything to stop him for doing badly with her. She was scared and concerned 

for her job. 

Rizwan also threatened her if she dares to share about the incidents to 

her family, he will definitely take revenge and she has to face severe 

circumstances. He also threatened her to convert in Islam and to marry 

with him in case he will destroy her.  

It was about 17th April, 2018 in the evening when Asma was coming 

from her job and she saw Rizwan was already standing on the mid of 

her way and started to ask to accept Islam and to be his wife. Asma 

gathered courage and refuse him. Rizwan started to beat her and again 

asking for to be Muslim for him. Asma cried and said she can sacrifice 

her life but cannot deny of her Christian faith.  

Asma‘s continually refusal made Rizwan annoyed and he throw a 1.5 

liter acid bottle on her and ran away from the scene.  



 
 

Asma was crying with pain, she was screaming. Some locals took her to a nearer hospital in Sialkot and 

informed to her family. Consequently, her condition was getting bad and brought her to Lahore Mayo Hospital 

in burning Unit.  

Asma was battling with death and life for four days in the said hospital. But unfortunately, she couldn‘t survive 

with her brutal injuries due acid attack and went to next world, (RIP).  

 

Team Findings:  

Christians‘ True Spirit visited Asma alias Maria personally dated 21st April, 2018 Saturday. CTS team spoke 

to Asma and learnt about Rizwan, she stated that although she is in pain and couldn‘t survive but she is 

happy that she will give her life in her Christian faith to glory Jesus name.  

Asma stated Rizwan does belong to Muslim family and for last 4 years chasing her, molested her and 

consistently forced her to convert in Islam and to marry him.  

CTS team met with Asma‘ s father Yaqoob Masih and mother Parveen bibi, they told that Rizwan‘s family 

wants to do compromise but they want justice for her daughter and want the accused behind the bars.  

CTS team talked with ASI Mohammad Ameen and learnt that Rizwan is in Police custody and an FIR has 

been lodged against him.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

4- Sonia Nadeem:  

Sonia Rachael d/o Sarwar Peter aged 33, is a Christian young girl, resident 

of Asif Town, Youhanabad, Ferozpur Road Lahore. She is the elder sister 

among three brothers named Aftab 31-year-old, Ishfaq 28-year-old and 

Shehbaz 24-year-old. Her father is a tailor master and mother does 

households. Being an eldest child she felt responsibility to help her parents 

by working and providing financial support for this aim she did training in 

DHMS medical course and started a job at Shoukat Khanum hospital as 

health care – ICU assistance in year 2013 and was getting handsome 

amount of salary. She also got facility of pick & drop by the hospital to come 

to the job, after a few days she noticed that the van driver Javed Masih was 

started taking interest in to Sonia. He dropped Sonia at the end after he 

dropped all other staff. This is how Nadeem got the chance to do nastiness with her, Sonia complaint to the 

hospital administration but they didn‘t take any serious action against of him. Nadeem was the same with his 

cheap talks and acts which compelled to Sonia to complaint about to the MS of the hospital but no one cared 

about. 

Often Sonia tried to make him realize that he has to be in manners and 

should adopt decent way of living. Once When Nadeem came to Sonia‘s 

house to pick her, he was alone in the van. Sonia became suspicious and 

inquired him about other colleagues. He told that, he wanted her alone to 

drop and wished to take her to one of his sisters‘ home. She was astonished 

and asked him to move the bus towards Hospital but he didn‘t and 

threatened her instead.  

Forcibly, he took her to one of his female friend‘s house where there was 

already a young man to whom he introduced her. The lady offered her a 

drink, and after having the drinks she was not in her senses. Nadeem 

grabbed the opportunity and raped her in his friend‘s house. Later he started 

to blackmail Sonia and threatened her to advertise her nude picture in the 

newspaper or publish on the Social Media. Later, forcibly he took her to the Courts and had Nikkah (court 

marriage) dated on 14th APIRL, 2017. After all that, he dropped her back to her home (parents place). Next 

Morning, when Nadeem came alone to pick up Sonia, she refused to go along with him. She was afraid and 

she wanted to inform her family about all happening, but again he threatened her for the wellbeing of her 

family and publishes her on the social media. Few months passed, and Sonia got pregnant. She was worried 

and informed Nadeem about her pregnancy Nadeem took her to the hospital and forced her for abortion as 

he wanted to keep secret this relationship with Sonia.  

In December, 2017 Sonia‘s parents wanted to arrange her wedding to her cousin. Sonia became very sacred 

and upset finally she got courage and shared the matter with her sister in – law and about her court marriage 

with Nadeem. Her family got annoyed at her and asked her to stop going to hospital for job, they also asked 

her to file a police case against Nadeem.  



 
 

Sonia‘s Aunt and uncle (Paternal) went to Nadeem and 

asked him about proper social rituals with Sonia. Finally, 

mutually the wedding (her departure from her parents‘ 

house) date decided for 14th April, 2018.   

After the wedding, Nadeem didn‘t take Sonia to his family 

house but he took a separate rented house where he used 

Sonia like a sex machine. He committed illegal unnatural sex 

with Sonia every day and tortured her severely when she 

resisted. He also banned Sonia to visit her parents and 

siblings and also no one could come to visit her too. Nadeem 

daily commit unnatural sex with Sonia and lock her in the 

house for hours and hours alone and didn‘t provide proper 

food and medicine during her illness. Meanwhile Sonia got pregnant and she was forced for abortion again. 

Sonia was very upset and wondered that why Nadeem was so cruel to her. Eventually, Sonia came to know 

about Nadeem‘s first wife and three kids (two daughters Shalwa – 8 Yrs, Alina -2 Yrs and a son Rosho – 5 

Yrs). When Sonia inquired Nadeem about his wife, he started to beat her and said that he married Sonia just 

for the sake of her Job and salary.  

Nadeem used to take medicines to rape Sonia for hours and hours which made her sick and weak and Sonia 

suffered with miscarriage for twice.  

Sonia becomes so weak and sick that she couldn‘t bear inhuman attitude and torture of Nadeem and finally 

decided to escape. On November 12, 2018 at 10:30PM night hardly she managed to escape and got an auto 

rickshaw to her aunt‘s house.    

Her uncle immediately approached CTS office at mid night the same day and requested to provide her 

shelter as well as asked for legal assistance for Sonia.  

CTS provided Sonia safe accommodation and immediately she was taken to the police station for the legal 

remedies. CTS also provided Sonia with health care facilities and psychosocial support. CTS legal team has 

filed criminal case against Nadeem for making fraud, for committing unnatural sex and for forcible abortions 

of Sonia. She has also filed a petition for the dissolution of marriage.  

CTS Shelter and safe accommodation: 

Sonia does not feel safe to go to her parents place until 

Nadeem is not arrested and also till the divorce case is 

pending in the court. She is also under medical 

treatment and recovering slowly. CTS allowed her to 

stay at CTS shelter as long as she is not stable 

completely.  

Sonia is grateful to CTS for help and assistance she 

feels safe herself. She has experienced Lord working in 

her life and she is more prayerful than ever before.   



 
 

5- Farah Jacqueline  

Farah Jacqueline 45 years old, a Christian widow live in Lahore along with her two daughters Laysha  Masih 

17- year- old and Mashal Masih 14 - year- old; they both school going in 10th and 8th grades. As a single 

parent Farah do as a domestic worker to earn money to feed her daughters and to keep continue their 

studies.   

Farah lived a life hand to mouth because her earning was less than to the daily expenses which gradually 

increasing. In May 2018 Farah asked for some advance amount at her work place as she has to pay three 

months advanced fee of her daughters for summer vocations in June, July and August. After this school fee 

Farah could not pay the house rent. It was also hard to manage with every day bread and butter. At her work 

Farah asked for more money by sharing her problem and also requested for some increment in her salary. 

She could not be successful to get more money because already she borrowed several times and again she 

was under the financial pressure of paying house rent for three months. The house owner Mohammad 

Hafeez started threatening Farah that if she will not pay on time he will kick her out from the house. Later he 

started coming to Farah more often and ask for house rent. On January 28, 2019 Mohammad Hafeez 

knocked at Farah‘s house and asked for the house rent. She requested him to give her more time to pay the 

all dues. Mohammad Hafeez become aggressive, he thrashed and pulled Farah on the ground and took her 

in to the room, raped her and beat severely. Farah went to the police station for the First Information Report 

against Mohammad Hafeez but the Station House Officer did not take the matter serious. He said that it was 

Farah‘s fault that she did not pay the house rent. Farah went to the police station again and again for justice; 

she was not help but threatened by Mohammad Hafeez for life if she files a legal case.  

On March 18, 2019 she approached Christians‘ True Spirit - CTS for protection along with her daughters and 

for the legal assistance in filing a case against Mohammad Hafeez. She wanted to file a petition in the court 

for the registration of the case against the culprit.  

On March 21, 2019 CTS has filed a writ petition in the sessions court Lahore for registration of case on 

behalf of Farah Jacqueline. Farah and her daughters are in CTS protection they are scared and do not want 

to meet anyone. They feel life at a great risk by Mohammad Hafeez and worried about future.  

 

6- Harinder Kaur: 

Talking about sexual harassment in the abstract is hard, but rape case is arguably one of the most important. 

It is not important just to summarize all of the evidence uncovered during the sexual assault investigation. But 

it is equally important to recreate the entire reality of the sexual assault from the perspective of the victim.     

It‘s an alarming that rape cases ration is increasing, which is not acceptable. The local law enforcement must 

be very strict to get over come of this curse i.e. happening just because of ignorance, personal graj or some 

time because of cruelty or animalism. This is spoiling minors, adolescence, women or even boys‘ life.  

A Sikh girl namely Harinder Kaur d / o Mahinder Singh of 15 / 16 Yrs old and residence of city Nanakana 

Sahib become a prey of two Muslim boys‘ lust. Harinder is a mentally disable girl, and disappeared at 

midnight of 26th October, 2018, stated in her FIR No. 367 / 18 under PPC 376.  



 
 

Her father Mahinder Singh and family were wondering all around the village to find her even visited to 

Gurduwara but they didn‘t find her. But during their walk they noticed an Ambulance No. NK – 3 of rescue 

1122 on the main Bi – pass road at 01:30AM – midnight, after 20 minutes they found the Vehicle at the same 

place. They became curious and went to it and become shocked that two Muslim boys namely Ahsan Ali s / o 

Mohammad Ishaq and Shamim Haider s / o Jahangir were raping to young girl Mahinder Kaur.  

At their arrive, the accused ran the vehicle towards a sugar mill and throw the girl outside with no 

consciousness and escaped.  

The Sikh family approached to the local Police Station at City Nanakana and District Nanakana Sahib and 

lodged an FIR against the mention accused.  

Christians‘ True Spirit - CTS phonically approached to the girl‘s father Mr. Mahinder Singh and found that the 

culprits are behind the bars and DNA report is awaited.  

CTS ensured the father to provide all possible financial support to the family for Harinder Kaur case as well 

as offered all moral support to pursue the case. 

 

Christians‘ True Spirit strongly condemned the happening and always ready to be a voice of voiceless.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

7- Sumble Rafique 

Sumble Rafique aged 24 resident of Lahore is a victim of sexual 

Harassment. She could not continue her studies after matriculation and used 

to work as a promoter of a local cosmetic brand in a shopping mall Lahore. 

She was happy that she could contribute in support to her father to live a 

better life. She was regular going to job and work among the Muslim girls. 

During her job she was harassed and threatened by the company owner 

Mohamamd Zeshan to build illicit relations. She showed unwillingness and 

refused him to do so but he started threatening her that if she wants to keep 

continues her job she must obey him.  

On December 26, 2018 Mohammad Zeshan called upon Sumble and other 

girls in his chamber to introduce some new cosmetic articles actually he just wanted to call Sumble alone and 

did not inform other girls. When she entered in to his chamber he locked the door and commit rape to her. He 

also made a video of Sumble while she was nude. Later he started black mailing Sumble that he will make 

the video viral if she disclosed this to anyone. Mohammad Zeshan started making calls and asked Sumble to 

come to him otherwise he will put the video on social media and share in her friends circle. He was 

pressurizing and harassing her and said that she is his property now and he can use her any time. Sumble 

wanted to report the matter and was attacked on the way to the police station. She was kidnaped on January 

24, 2019 and taken to some unknown place where she was raped by using precautions. She was threatened 

for life if she tried to highlight the matter and also asked that she will face severe consequences.  She was 

offered money if she comes to Mohammad Zeshan three or four times a week but she was really upset and 

asked him to let her go and also she warned him about a police complain. She was tortured for preventing 

rapist in the custody for almost 5 days and was continually raped.  

She could manage to escape from the custody and she went to the 

police station but no one hears her voice as Mohammad Zeshan 

already joint hands with the local police station where she could file 

her complain.  

Through some sources she came to know about CTS and 

approached on February 12, 2019 for help and assistance in her 

matter.   

CTS has filed her writ petition in the court under section 22A – 22B 

for the registration of the case against Mohammad Zeshan. She is 

in CTS shelter as she do not want to highlights the issue among the relatives. She wants to get justice by 

living away from her home because of the matter of honor for her parents and for the safety of her siblings. 

She feels danger for her family and unsafe herself from Mohammad Zeshan.  

Sumble Rafique is staying at CTS shelter for protection and legal assistance.  

 

 



 
 

8- Komal Lazar 

 
Komal Lazar aged 14, appealed Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS for Legal assistance 
against Mohammad Attique Shah after she faced sexual harassment and attempt 
of rape.  
 
Komal is a young Christian girl resident of a small town Ajniyawala district 

Sheikhupura about 15 kilomeeters from City Hafizabad. She belongs to a poor 

family. A Muslim man Attique Shah aged 32 forcefully entered in to her house and 

attempted to rape in the absence of her mother who was out for some work. 

Komal began crying and shouting for help, Attique Shah beat her and called her 

names as she was a Christian girl who has no worth but she is just like a an 

animal. Later her mother came to home and she heard cries of Komal in the 

street. She rushed towards the room where Attique Shah sexually harassed 

Komal, tortured and attempted to rape.  

Komal was shivering in a great fear and she asked her mother to save her. Uzma 

was aggressive towards Attique Shah, but he started beating her too. Uzma was 

so laud and the people passing in to the street came through the terrible scene 

but no one helped this poor family and left quietly because Attique Shah is a rich 

and an influenced man. On the other side he threatened people for life if they 

offered any kind of help to the victim family. 

Uzma Shahzadi and her old father Iqbal Masih went to the police station to file a 

complaint against Attique Shah but police was not cooperative. Uzma along with 

her father approached Christians‘ True Spirit - CTS for legal assistance and 

protection as they are on continue life threats by the accused.  

The case was referred to CTS by Honorable, Fr. Mustaq Piyara Parish Priest 

Hafizabad District Sheikhupura.     

CTS team headed by Katherine Sapna Director visited the family and also met the 

locals. The team encouraged the people to be united and supportive to each other 

in every matter. Katherine Sapna is committed to provide legal assistance as well 

as shelter to the family and ensured every kind of support to this vulnerable 

community to live safe and in protection.  

The team visited the local Police Station and urged the police to provide security 

and protection to this poor family to keep their life safe. Police will be responsible 

in the case of any unpleasant situation said Katherine Sapna clearly. Mohammad 

Anwar Syaal the Station House Officer (SHO) promised CTS team for providing 

safety to the victim family. 

 

 
 



 
 

Iqbal Masih in False case 
 

Iqbal Masih s/o Paagh Masih about 60, (father of 
Uzma Bibi) was complainant of Uzma case FIR 
registered in the Police Station Farooqabad.  
 
He was pressurized by the accused Sayad Attique –
Ul - Hassan to withdraw the case of sexual 
harassment, when this poor man Iqbal Masih refused 
for any reconciliation and compromise in the case 
previously filed where Attique has been charged for 
the brutal torturing daughters of Iqbal Masih.  
 
So Attique Shah become furious over the poor family 
and filed a false case FIR no, 202/19 complaint 
against Iqbal Masih on May 22, 2019 in the same 
police station offence under section ―D telegraphs 
Act-25, intentionally damaging or tampering with 

telegraphs.‖ Attique allegedly accused Iqbal Masih threatening him for serious consequences.‖   
 
After the case registered police arrested Iqbal Masih 
and send him to prison. Iqbal Masih got released on 
bail after 6 days in jail on May 22, 2019, the custodian 
bond was filed by the landlord for surety of Iqbal 
Masih and as a security in the court. 
   
Iqbal Masih approached CTS for legal help in this 
case FIR as well. Being a poor he was unable to 
manage expenses of the case and cannot get justice. 
CTS is committed to keep secure and provide free 
legal assistance to against Attique Shah and to get 
justice.  
 
 

CTS Legal Support: 

Mr. Qaisar John, Advocate High Court and CTS advisor take up the legal case to support this family by filling 

a writ petition on behalf of Uzma Bibi.  

Later the case responsibility was given to Mr. Shahid Mirza Advocate High Court and CTS advisor to take the 

case of the case in Sheikhupura and to provide justice to the miserable family.  

 

 

 

 



 
 

9- Sara Aslam  

Christians' True Spirit- CTS has taken up the case of Sara Aslam to 

provide Free Legal Assistance and protection to the victim and her 

family. Sara Aslam aged 17, was kidnapped on gun point and raped 

on May 15, 2019. When the family pursues, the very next day Sara 

took a stand and urged police to arrest ALI Raza and file a case of 

abduction and rape against him. After the case FIR no 225/19 

offence under section 376PPC was registered against ALI RAZA 

SHAH (a local Muslim) he took the plea of pre – arrest bail and 

being not arrested he began threatening and pressurizing the family 

to withdraw the case. The accused openly threatened the family for 

life to force them for reconciliation. The case was also reported in 

Duniya News Paper dated 29 – 05 – 2019.  

Katherine Sapna director CTS along with a fact finding team 

visited the family at their home village Ajniawala district 

Sheikhupura May 29, 2019 and ensured the family for every kind 

of support including Free Legal Assistance and protection to the 

victim and her family at CTS Shelter.  

The team visited police 

station City Farooq Abad District Sheikhupura along with the 

complainant Naeem Masih s/o Aslam Masih and with a written 

application to the SHO Mr. Mohammad Anwar Syaal against ALI 

Raza Shah (the culprit) for pressurizing the family for compromise 

and continue life threats. CTS urged the police to take an 

immediate serious notice of the application and to provide security 

and protection to the victim and her family.  

The same day SHO asked the concerned Investigation Officer to 

take action on the given application. Another case FIR no.246 /19 against the accused ALI Raza has been 

registered for harassing and threatening the victim family. So far Ali Raz has been arrested by the local 

Police. We are happy that justice is done but this is not the end of the case. We need moral support and 

prayers to cope with further things in this specific case.   

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

10- Sonia Saleem:  

It is sad to discuss that children are being kidnapped with increasing that 

whenever a child or girl is kidnapped with increasing frequency sent a chill 

down us spine. We can realize that whenever a child or girl is kidnapped 

anywhere sky falls on parents. 

I think the number of unreported cases will be higher as victims‘ families 

usually avoid taking police help, and girls are the most vulnerable in our 

society and have been used for everything. 

The same story belongs to a couple who work at the brick kiln factory.  

 

Suriya bib wife of Salem Mash about 45 years has two daughters; 

Sonia aged 15 and Saniya aged 13. Sonia was middle school 

passed, and Saniya used to work as a domestic worker in the 

locality.  

In the evening of August 24, 2018 at 6 in the evening Sonia and 

her younger sister were playing. While playing Sonia got injured 

and went to the doctor at nearby clinic along with her cousin 

brother. On the way to the doctor Sonia was kidnapped by an 

unknown man Mohr Ashraf. The young boy (cousin brother) 

returned home but Sonia didn‘t. Her cousin informed Sonia‘s 

parents that an unknown man has forcefully took her with him. The 

parents started searching her out and inquired at their relatives, neighbors and friends.  

They kept on waiting but Sonia didn‘t returned. They tried to find 

Sonia out for two three days but they found neither Sonia nor any 

single clue about her.  

On September 2, 2018 a few local people named Kale Mash and 

Hakim Mash informed Sonia‘s parents that they saw Sonia along with 

Mohammad Aram, Mohammad Ashraf and Tapir Ahmed. These three 

men were known to Sonia and her family and used to visits her house 

frequently. As soon as Sonia‘s parents came to know about three of 

them they tried to contact them but get any positive response. They 

struggled hard to get registered a case FIR against the culprits in the 

local police station but all in vain, police sis not take the matter seriously. After repeated visits and requests 

at the police station police arrested the culprits but they pressurized the family for compromise and withdraw 

the kidnapping case against Muslim culprits. The poor parents asked police to bring their girl back as they 

wanted to see her. The months passed but the parents could not see their daughter even single time.  

On February 28, 2019 Suriya Bibi and Saleem Mash (parents) approached CTS for legal assistance in the 

kidnapping case of their daughter. They also informed about the continue pressure by the Bricks factory 

owner, police as well as the culprits to withdraw the case. While weeping Suriya Bibi asked CTS shelter to 



 
 

live safe along with younger daughter Saniya aged 13 and her 

husband Saleem Mash.  CTS assured the family full support and 

assistance in this case.  

Suriya Bibi told CTS that they do not know how and where their 

daughter is. There is no clue even there are not any single paper to 

show her Muslim marriage or conversion. This poor couple just pray 

for the safety of their daughter as they do not know even she is alive. 

They are in the fear of killing of their daughter; they miss her and 

cannot sleep in the night. Therefore CTS requests prayers for this 

couple and their peace of mind that they can sleep in the nights. Pray for the safe recovery of their daughter 

through CTS legal support, life safety and justice.  

11- Malaika Sabir   

The protection of the freedom of religious belief and practice of all communities was indeed the predominant 

right asserted in several propositions and resolutions passed by the All India Muslim League. One of the 

famous 14 Points enumerated by Mohammad Ali Jinnah on proposed constitutional changes was “full religious 

liberty, ie, liberty of belief, worship and observance, propaganda, association and education shall be 

guaranteed to all communities.” Thus, the very genesis of Pakistan is grounded in the protection of the 

religious rights of all, especially those of minorities. 

Malaika Sabir d/o Sabir Masih aged 13, resident of a small village of Rawind 

dirctrist Lahore is a student of 5th class. She was sexually harassed by a local 

Muslim named Riassat s/o Sona cast Jatt who forcefully entered in the house 

and harassed Malaika and tried to rape her.  

She is a second child of her parents among three sisters and two brothers. 

On April 4, 2019 Pastor and his wife both were in the field and children stayed 

at home in routine. Elder son went to his tuition center to attend his classes 

and others went to the nearby shop to bring some candies and also to buy 

chapaties‘ (Pakistani bread) meanwhile Malaika was alone at home. At about 

5 in the evening a stranger Riassat Ali nocked at the door and forcefully 

entered in to the house. Malaika inquired the reason why he came to her 

house; the man threatened her for life and asked her to keep quite.  

Talking to Katherine Sapna Director CTS Malaika informed that 

―He was a stupid dirty man. He wanted to hurt me; I was 

shocked at once and scared because my mummy and papa 

was not at home to safe me. The man I never seen before and 

I do not know his name wanted to rape me. I was frightened 

and I started shouting and crying for help and a Muslim 

Neighbor Mohammad Yasar s/o Mohammad Din and his wife 

followed my cries and rushed to my home to rescue me. When 

my aggressor saw an uncle and aunty he ran away from the 

crime scene.  



 
 

Pastor Sabir Masih has registered a case FIR 591/19 offense under section 376 and 511 against Riassat Ali 

s/o Sona Jatt in the police station Raiwind City district Lahore on the same day April 04, 2019 with influence 

of Mohammad Yasar s/o Mohammad Din. A week later the locals showed a less interest in this sensitive 

case and not willing to support this Christian family anymore.  

 

Sabir Masih s/o Rafique Masih is an assistant Pastor of a protestant church for last 19 years and served in a 

community church at City Raiwind Lahore. About three months ago he was transferred to a small village 

church name Babalyana Ottar Raiwind for Pastoral services. Pastor along with his mother Rehmat Bibi, wife 

Azra Bibi and 6 children living in this small village mostly populated with Muslim fanatic families. Pastor and 

his wife both are very active in the community and serving the Lord our God together. Weeks ago Pastor 

noticed that he has been watched by a few people in the locality but he did ignore and kept busy in his 

religious activities. He trust Lords protection and he believe that our living God is the guard of his house and 

children so he has no worries while spending time in the communities by sharing the word of God.   

 

Pastor and his wife approached Christian‘s True Spirit – CTS for 

legal assistance as the police did not arrested the accused Riassat 

Ali even the case FIR was registered. CTS team visited the police 

station and through phone calls was influenced over the police and 

urged for the arrest of the accused. With the efforts of CTS the 

local Police arrested Riassat Ali on April 20, 2019 and sent him to 

the Judicial Lockup.  

Since the time Pastor and his family is under life threats and they 

seeking for protection to live in peace. The Muslims in the village 

have join hands and pressuring this poor Christian family for 

compromise on sexually harassing and raping a Christian minor girl. For them raping a Christian girl is not a 

serious matter or it‘s not a crime.  

The accused Riassat Ali has applied for the post arrest bail in the session‘s court Lahore on May 20, 2019. 

After this bail petition Pastor and his family facing more pressure and threats for compromise and withdrawn 

the case. They are on serious threats by Riassat Ali family to face the consequences if they are not agreeing 

for the reconciliation.  

On Tuesday May 09, 2019 Pastor Sabir Masih along with his daughter Malaika approached Christians‘ True 

Spirit – CTS for safety and shelter to his family. 

Katheirne Sapna and her team have assured the family to provide legal assistance as well as security at 

Panah of Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS.  

 

 

 

 



 
 

12- Ruth Nasir  

Ruth Nasir aged 24 resident of a small village Khaliq Nagar Lahore is a victim of sexual Harassment. She 

belongs to a poor family and due to financial crises she could not go to school. Ruth wishes that her younger 

brother and sister should go to school as she feels that education is important for everyone. She never 

complained to her parents that she could not get education but struggled hard to support her younger ones.  

In Feb 2019 Ruth started work as a domestic worker to support the education expenses of her younger 

brother and sister. She goes to her work daily as she was doing cleaning in a house of a rich family in Asif 

Town Lahore. The family consisting on Tahir Ahmad about 45 years, his wife about 30 year and their two 

minors. 

On May 6, 2019 when she comes to cleaning she pressed house bell, a man of 40 named Tahir Ahmad 

opened the gate for Ruth and said that no one is at home therefore she cannot work inside the house but he 

asked her to clean the store which was outside at a little distance from the bedrooms. While she cleaning the 

room, Tahir came to her and tried to hold Ruth in his arms. She forbid him for doing so and warned him that 

she is a poor but not helpless therefore he is not allowed to do any wrong to her. Tahir got angry and he gave 

a slap on Ruth‘s face he said shut up you bitch. He left place threatening Ruth if she wants to keep continue 

her job she must be kept quiet about this happening otherwise he will kick her out from the job.   

Ruth knows that jobs are not easy to find therefore she did not share this incident to her parents and also 

with Tahir‘s wife. Days passed Ruth had been working at this house and she noticed that Tahir never talked 

to her, even when she comes to the house for cleaning he goes outside the house and only returns when she 

left. She feels that Tahir Ahmad understands that he is guilty that is why he cannot face her but she never 

think that what is going to be happen.  

On May 25, 2019 again the family of Tahir Ahmad was not at home. When Ruth came to his house he 

behaved normally and allowed her to go inside the house for cleaning. She started cleaning in the bedroom; 

Tahir came to her and said that he wants sexual relation with her because his wife is pregnant and he needs 

someone for sexual desire. He said that if she compromise with him he will pay her extra and she can help 

her family in good way. Ruth was surprised when he said that his wife is not at home. She tried to run away 

from the room but Tahir hold her and said that he will not let her go this time. He became aggressive, 

slapped her and raped her repeatedly by using precautions. He also made a video clip of Ruth while she was 

nude to blackmail her for the next time and just to keep quite. Ruth warned him about the consequences and 

said that she will report the case. Tahir Ahmad just laughed and said that you can never prove that it was me 

who raped you. He aggressively said that women are just like a shoe of men and nothing more. He said that 

if she reported a case in the police station he with kill her and her family.    

Today on May 27, 2019 Ruth Nasir approached CTS along with her mother requesting legal assistance in 

filing case FIR. She reported that police is not taking the matter serious to file a case against Tahir Ahmad 

because he is rich and he gave money to the police. She informed also about the threats to life by Tahir 

Ahmad if she filed a case. She was helpless and mentally disturbed as she never thinks about this 

happening.  

Ruth Nasir requested Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS for legal assistance as well as protection at CTS shelter. 

She feels her life is not safe at her home even her family is not safe. She was weeping and crying for justice.  



 
 

13- Saniya Ahmad 

Saniya Ahmad d/o of Ahmad Masih aged 20, lived along with her poor parents and siblings. After metric 

education she started working at Mirza Baig house (a local rich man) as a domestic worker in January 2019 

to fulfill needs of her younger brothers and sisters. It was just two months she working when Mirza Baig 

started sexually harassed Saniya and tried to touch her body twice during her work. In the beginning Saniya 

thought it was an accident but later she came to know about the bad intention of Mirza Baig. Saniya made a 

complaint to his mother-in-law and said that she do not want to continue work in such situation.  

Mirza Baig and his mother in-law became worried and they started harassing her and threatened her for 

severe consequences if she tells this to anyone else.  On March 31, 2019 they locked Saniya in a room and 

beat her severely. She was beaten inhumanly and tortured severely. She received several injures on her 

body including the vital parts. The Christian girl Saniya tried to flee from the custody and meanwhile Mirza 

Baig called an emergency police number 15 and reported a theft case against Saniya through a case 

registration he wanted to pressurize the poor girl just to keep quite. They accused Saniya of steeling 

Rs.100,000 (rupees one hundred thousand only) and ask police to register a case FIR against her.  

Saniya‘s parents requested the area people to help this poor family as they said that Saniya did steel nothing 

and they tell the real facts. People helped this family to save them from the legal case and advised them to 

move somewhere else just to avoid any unpleasant situation in Future.    

Mirza Baig threatened Saniya for life and also that he will kill her all family members. Saniya her poor 

parents, two sisters and one brother were under pressure and they left to their relatives for safety and to live 

in Peace.  

On April 10, Saniya along with her family approached CTS shelter and requested for immediate protection 

and safe accommodation. She also asked for legal assistance to file a harassment petition against Mirza 

Baig.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

14- Kashmala Devi: 

Kashmala Devi d/o Lekhu Ram, a 13 years old minor Pakistani Hindu girl was 

abducted on May 5, 2019 by an influenced Muslim named Sana ullah sial S/o Haji 

salabat of Chak no 19 BC, Tehsil Yazman, District Bahawalpur punjab. According 

to the government birth record certificate she was born on February 11, 2007 

which means she is below the age of marriage or conversion. Police seemed not 

cooperative in logging FIR but supporting the accused.  

 

On May 8, CTS was informed about happening by Mr. Lazar Allah Rakha, advocate high court and CTS 

planned to visit the family.  

 

CTS visited the family and the relatives in Bahawalpur and assured the family for every possible support in 

the recovery of their child. CTS appointed Mr. Lazar Allah Rakha, advocate high court on May 8, 2019 to 

handle the legal case of Kashmala Devi and to provide relief to the victim family. 

On May 30, 2019 Mr. Lazar Alah Rakha, advocate filed an 
application in the office of District Police Officer (DPO) Bahawalpur 
on behalf of Lekhu Kumar Kashmala‘s father. Christians' True 
Spirit - CTS appreciate the services and commitment of Mr. Lazar 
Alah Rakha, legal adviser of CTS in this particular case. Result of 
Kashmala Devi Hindu minor district Bahawalpur remained the 
same. We faced the same practice as the 13 years old girl was 
shown 20 years old on marriage certificate whereas the original 
birth certificate of the minor and the B form have a different 
statement in it. 



 
 

 

CTS condemned the gracious attitude of the courts towards the abductors in the matters of kidnapping and 
underage marriages. Judges are biased and promoting crime through their wrong decisions. We have a law 
on the underage marriages and Pakistan ratified the Convention on the Rights of the Child in 1990, which 
sets a minimum age of marriage of 18 but no practice in the courts. 

 

  

 

 



 
 

15- Sumara Anwar aged 14, faced sexual harassment and raped at a brick factory in 

Raiwind Lahore 

Anwar Masih s/o Sulakhan Masih aged 58, a poor Christian works for 

more than 15 years at Ghafor Bricks, village Maqu Wali Jhalar Raiwind 

Road, District Lahore and live here along with his children for more 

than 15 years; his wife has died a few years ago due to some health 

issues. There are more than 35 other families live in the factory 

quarters including Muslims. We can call it a small town/bricks factory 

colony. The families are cooperative and respect each other, caring 

about the social values and norms.   

Inspite of this binding, the incident of raping a minor occurred on 1st 

October 2019 at about 12 pm. When Sumara Anwar, a young girl aged 

14, was alone at home while the other family members working in in 

the bricks factory.  

A local resident, Amjad Malooka aged 30, 

entered the home silently as he knew that 

Sara was alone at home, he took Sumara to 

a room and forcibly attempted rape, he 

slapped her when she showed resistance 

and refused doing so, and she shouted and 

screamed. Amjad threatened her and 

warned to shut her mouth otherwise she 

and her family will face consequences. But 

Sumara continually shouting, a neighbor 

followed the screams and shouting, came 

up at the spot and saw the happening. The 

news spread in the locality and Amjad ran 

away from the place of occurrence. 

The distressed and poor family of Sumara 

Anwar has approached CTS on October 05, 

2019 for legal assistance as well as for the 

protection of the family especially Sumara 

the minor, is in mental stress at the moment.  

Sumara reported CTS that Amjad often 

harassed her sexually, and wanted to touch 

her body. He attempted to rape her twice 



 
 

and threatened her for life if she tells to anyone. He often warned about the helplessness of her 

poor family that they cannot punish her.  

She further stated ―I was afraid to share all happening me to my family; I was in doubt that they will 

not trust me and deliberately accuse me as guilty‖.   

The family reported that Amjad is a habitual, and involved in such incidents previously too. He is a 

criminal mind and often have quarrel in the town.  

Shaukat Masih brother of Sumara informed CTS that Amjad Malooka is arrested at the spot, they 

called an emergency police helpline 15 police responded to the incident immediately. Case FIR 

no.2069/19 has been registered, offense under section 376 & 511 of Pakistan Penal Code dated on 

October 1 at Police station Raiwind City District Lahore.  

After arrest of Amjad the aggrieved family 

of Sumara faced serious threats. He asked 

the victim‘s family for compromise and 

settle down the matter outside the court.  

The family facing life threats asked 

protection and support from CTS.  

The women, adolescents, and youth are in 

need to be trained to defend them at the 

scene instead to seek help or be victimized.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

16- Woman faced male police investigation and torture in Gujranwala  

Parveen Bibi w/o Aslam Masih about 52, resident of Habib Pura Kamonki District Gujranwala belong to a 

poor family and to meet the needs she work as a domestic worker.  

Family background:  

Parveen Bibi lived along with her husband Aslam Masih and a son named 

Salman Bhatti aged 14 in Kamoki, Gujranwala. Aslam Masih is a diabetic and 

unable to work while her son Salman is also not an earning hand. Parveen 

Bibi is Diabetic too but she began cleaning in the house of Asghar Ali about 

three months ago. On 25th September 2019 she went to her job in routine, 

Asghar Ali and other family inquired with her about money Rs.4,000,000PKR 

missing from the house. They beat Parveen Bibi and asked her to return the 

money as soon as possible. Parveen got shocked, it was a big amount for this 

poor woman. She got confused and said that she does not know what they 

asked her. She was beaten severely by Asghar Ali and his brother Mohammad 

Arshad and asked to give the money back. They arrested Parveen Bibi at their 

house and confined her in a dark room and warned to be locked if she is not 

telling about money.  

Meanwhile Asghar Ali lodged at the local police station Kamoki FIR no. 506/19 offence under section 381 

PPC against Parveen Bibi and 3 others on September 26, 2019. Police in civil arrested 4 family members 

including Parveen Bibi, Aslam Masih, Salman Bhatti and Khalid Masih and bring them to the police station on 

September 30, 2019.  

 

Within an hour police shifted arrested to an unknown place where they have been subjected to the physical 

and mental tortured. Some local relatives come across the details of happening, followed them to the police 

station. They become worried when they did not see Parveen Bibi and other in the police lockup.  

The Station House Officer (SHO) was unaware of the people arrested. Relatives tried to find the 

whereabouts of Parveen and others by approaching influenced political people and the church in Gujranwala 

but remained failed. Pastor Amir AD a senior Pastor of the Presbyterian Church Gujranwala city approached 

Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS on October 2, 2019 through a telephone call reporting the severe situation and 



 
 

requested for help and assistance in this regard. Concerning the matter CTS made a phone call to the police 

station and inquired about Parveen Bibi about Parveen Bibi and other 3 arrested people. SHO assured the 

team that we can see them in the police station.  

On October 03, 2019 CTS team headed by Katherine Sapna Executive Director reached the local police 

station and saw Parveen Bibi, Aslam Masih, Khalid Masih and Salaman Bhatti. The SHO said that police has 

already dismissed the case FIR against the poor Christians because there is no recovery of the alleged 

robbery.  

CTS team met the victims at their and found them 

pressurized, frightened and worried; they were silent 

but their eyes telling how they are miserable. Parveen 

Bibi was in severe mental shock, unable to tell her 

story. She showed the team her body marks of beating 

by male police and her feet injured due to torture. She 

said that she was not given food for three days and 

when she was thirsty, forced to drink urine.  

 

Saima Bibi one of the local relatives is working at the 

house of an influenced Muslim named Sheikh 

Hafeez‘s. He has a hospital for the disadvantaged and also has an NGO for the public welfare. Saima 

requested Sheikh Hafeez for help to this family, so he was a great source of practical support to this family in 

releasing them from the theft case accusations. It was noted that the complainant has found money at his 

own house already. 

 

The moment Police has closed the case; but the family 

is still under pressure. Neither they are willing to take 

any action against police for torturing the family in the 

separate cell and ill-treatment nor the complainant of 

the FIR Asghar Ali for registration of the fake FIR. The 

family is in contact with CTS but they are too much 

afraid because of what they gone through. 

They feel unsafe, and life risk therefore requested CTS 

for Shelter.  

 

 

 



 
 

 

1- Ahsan Qaisar: 

Christians‘ True Spirit - CTS has ensured safe recovery of Ahsan Qaisar aged 12 from the illegal detention. 

Through CTS legal advisor Mr. Nadeem Hassan advocates a Habeas 

Corpus Petition was filed in the Lahore High Court Lahore on August 09, 

2019 for the recovery of a minor namely Ahsan Qaisar on the request of a 

depressed couple. 

The parents claimed their child was in the illegal custody of the landlord for 

more than a month just to make mental torture to the family and it was a 

tool to force this family to bring back the hard work in the fields. 

Qaisar Masih approached Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS and narrated that 

he is about 32, married and has a wife and 5 children. He lived in a small 

village in Lahore and worked with a landlord since his youth as his father 

was an employee/a bounded labor and worked against a very low salary 

Rs. 12000 per month. Qaisar was about 12 or 13 years he replaced his 

father after his death. He feels hard to keep continue because he cannot 

manage family needs and even food for 7 members within this salary.  

He cannot take a leave at the time when he is sick or at the time of any urgency in the family. Not only was 

this but his wife made to work most often without paying any money. Qaisar requested the boss repeatedly to 

increase his salary as it was difficult for him to manage lively hood and other basic needs of his family but the 

landlord said him to keep quiet otherwise he will pay him nothing. About a month ago Qaisar was sick and he 

could not come to work in the fields. He stayed in the bed at home. Meanwhile the landlord came up to his 

house and started beating him and asked him to come to work in any case.  

Qaisar was sick with the high fever and came to work in the fields and feeding the cattle‘s. The same evening 

he escaped and came to his relatives and asked for help to rescue his wife and children from the custody of 

the landlord.  

He was afraid and feared about the life safety of his children as he knew how much the landlord was 
aggressive if he ran away from the place. The relatives went to the place and tried to rescue his children in 
the darkness of night but the landlord intervened and he said that Qaisar's daughter aged 10 and Son aged 
12 can't go. They requested for mercy and after a while he was willing to release his daughter but not the 
son. Land lord used to make little Ahsan for work in the fields, feeding the cows and cleaning the cattle and 
their place. 
Qaisar along with his relatives has been trying to approach the local police for the safe recovery of his child 

but police showed a hard and aggressive attitude in this matter because the landlord is an influenced person 

in the locality.  

Child Abuses  



 
 

On Wednesday evening CTS team visited this 

aggrieved family in the city Lahore at their relatives 

place and saw the poor situation. We could see a 

clear fear in their eyes for their child life. 

CTS also noted that he was afraid to go to the police 

for help and also to come to the court because of the 

torture and beating of the landlord. He thought that 

landlord is superior and no one can overcome on 

him. This illiterate poor man couldn't understand that 

there is a system to control and chain these kinds of 

people and to do justice. 

He feels his family on a stake and very much worried about his child. CTS promised this family for every help 

in the recovery of their minor child. CTS approached IG Punjab office and registered a complaint against the 

local police about their attitude towards the victim 

family and delay in recovering the little boy. 

Today on Saturday August 10, 2019 CTS lawyer 

filed a Habeas corpus petition in the high court for 

the immediate recovery of the child.  Court ordered 

the police to recover the child same day and hand 

over to the family. So it's done.  

 

Hallelujah! 

Praise the Lord our God Jesus Christ 

 

 

 

2- Hunniya and Danish:  

Young Christian boys Hunniya s/o Waris Mashi aged 11 and his 

friend Danish s /o Irshad Masih aged 12 residents of Chack No. 83, 

Dhala Nangal Tehseel Shahkot and District Nankana Sahib, 

suffered sodomy dated on Sep 06, 2018.  

They are close friends as well as class – fellows, both help their 

parents in the brick factory. They work together and play together in 

the playground near to their houses. by 05:00PM to 07:00PM.  

On 06th Sep, 2018, as per routine Hunniya and Danish went to the 

playground where they suffered sodomy by Mohammad Fayyaz s/o 

Allah Lok aged 30 and Yasir Ali s/o Akbar Ali aged about 35. In the 

evening they boys did not returned home and the parents started to 



 
 

find them out crying and weeping in the ground.   

The parents saw Mohammad Fayyaz s/o Allah Lok and 

Yasir Ali s/o Akbar Ali with the boys, they tried to catch the 

accused but they found a way to escape. 

Waris Masih lodged a case FIR No. 304 / 18 under 

section 377PPC against Fayyaz and Yasir Ali in the 

concern Police Station Saddar Shahkot, District Nankana 

Sahib.  

A medico legal was also conducted on Sep 08, 2018 in 

the presence of the police; the report was positive and the 

doctors declared rape attempt. The very second day one 

of the accused Mohammad Fayyaz got arrested by the 

police on 09 Sep while Yasir Ali was absconded. Yasir Ali threatened and challenged Christian victim 

families, that they are poor and can‘t do anything against of him. Police could not arrest him after several 

raids. The poor Christian families approached CTS for free legal assistance as they are seeking for justice.  

Christians‘ True Spirit - CTS visited the place for facts finding and see the situation of the children if they 

needed any medical assistance. CTS ensured full cooperation and legal support to the families to get justice.  

3- Qayim Joel  

Qayim Joel s/o Ernest Javed John aged 10, faced sodomy attempt by a Muslim 

barber Latif Najam aged 45 at his shop in the locality.  

Qayim Joel is a Christians minor resident of Clarack-Abad Kot Radha Kishin 

District Kasur. He is a student of 5th grade lives among parents and 3 other 

siblings.  

Earnest Javaid John s/o Sohail pervaiz John is a metal-smith/Blacksmith.  On 

June 10, 2019 He made a telephone call to CTS office informing about the 

incident of sodomy with his minor son. He also said that he got severe injury at 

his foot for this reason he was unable to travel. 

On 11th June 2019 CTS team 

including Asher Sarfraz CEO, 

Katherine Sapna, Salamat 

Gill Mr. Nadeem Hassan 

advocate and Mr. Qaisar 

John Advocate rushed 

towards Clarackabad to 

respond and provide quick 

relief to the victim and his 

family.  



 
 

Earnest Javaid told CTS team briefly that he has two sons. On June 1st 2019, they both visited barber‘s shop 

for hair cutting. It was summer afternoon when a few people can walk in the streets due to warm weather. 

Latif Nujam asked Qayim Joel the purpose of visit and asked him to sit on the chair for hair cutting meanwhile 

the younger brother of Qayim was outside the shop. 

Latif noticed that no one was there he starts kissing Qayim on his face. Qayim did not liked this all and tried 

Latif to stop doing so. In reaction, latif slapped Qaim on bite on his cheeks. Qayim started crying for help; 

meanwhile younger brother run to his father and told him the incident. The younger brother thought Latif 

beating Qayim. His father rushed to the shop and saw that shutter of the shop was half down. He pushes the 

shutter up and he saw his son naked laying down on the floor. Latif tried to escape but Ernest catches him 

timely and inquired about the matter. Latif Nujam attacked him with cutting scissor and Earnest got a severe 

injury at his foot. Latif Nujam run away and Earnest could not follow him because of injury.  

Ernest gave a phone call to Imran Parkash (former chairman of the local union council) and informed about 

the incident. Imran assured Parkash for every possible help. The next day Imran Parkash called upon Ernest 

to his office, suggested him for compromise and asked to sign the documents for reconciliation but Earnest 

was not agree to do so and later he faced hurdles in filling a case FIR.  

 

CTS Team decided to visit Police Station and met Mr. Asif (ASI) and inquired the matter. CTS also asked 

about police investigation. ASI told CTS that FIR has been filed on 10th June 2019 and in the couple of days 

police will take the young boy for medical examine. He also reported that after the case registration Police 

has raided twice to arrest Latif Nujam. The accused is absconded and his cousin was arrested by police and 

later police released him. ASI assured CTS for the full cooperation and to deal with this case on merits.  

Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS take up the legal responsibilities of Qayim Joel case and assured the victims 

about all possible help regarding this case.  

 

 



 
 

 

The Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS started with intend to address human rights issues faced by the 

disadvantage groups, particularly religious minorities, women and children. The acute need was to make 

these services accessible to marginalized people. Since religious minorities are often victimized in this 

country by accusing them of blasphemy (under section 295 B&C of the Pakistan Penal Code) CTS has been 

agitating against these excesses, and has been actively involved in providing them practical legal assistance 

and shelter facilities to victims of religious & political intolerance and oppression. CTS work to eliminate 

human rights violations and to provide free legal assistance to the victims.  

Blasphemy Law: 

The blasphemy law is a part of the PPC, introduced in 1860 by the British colonial to protect religious feelings 

of people from multi religions. It may be observed that Section 295 provides protection to worship places of 

all classes of religions living in the subcontinent. It does not contain an element of discrimination or 

preference to any class. It maintains the equality of all before the law. The law appears to maintain mutual 

harmony and peace as well as to promote a sense of mutual tolerance, understanding, and respect in the 

multifaceted society of the subcontinent.  

In 1985 General Zia Ul Haq made changes in the blasphemy laws, by saying that whoever says anything 

disparaging about Holy Qur‘an and Muslims can be punished by life imprisonment and that anyone who 

blasphemes against Prophet Muhammad [PBUH] is liable to the death penalty. The blasphemy law continues 

to be abused because of its vague formulation, which allows arbitrary enforcement. In additional, it only takes 

the testimony of four Muslims to bring about a conviction. It is not worthy that in several cases, complaints 

have been filed at the insistence of local clerics or members of the Islamic parties. The motives are varied 

and some seem to be pure because the accused is a member of a minority faith.  

In other cases, this fact is exacerbated by economic or profession rivalry.  

Original Sections of 1860 Code: 

295 - 298 Section 295  

Injuring (or) Defiling Place of Worship, with intent to insult the Religion of any class‗ whoever destroys, 

damages, or defiles any place of worship, or any object held sacred by any class of persons with the 

intention of thereby insulting the religion of any class of persons or with the knowledge that any class of 

persons is likely to consider such destruction, damage or defilement as an insult to their religion, shall be 

punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or 

with both.  

Section 296  

Disturbing Religious Assembly‗ whoever voluntarily causes disturbance to an assembly lawfully engaged in 

the performance of religious worship, or religious ceremonies shall be punished with imprisonment of either 

description for a term which may extend to one year, or with fine, or with both. 

    VICTIMS OF FAITH (blasphmey) AND RELEGIOUS INTOLERANCE  



 
 

Section 297  

Trespassing on burial places, etc.‗ Whoever, with the intention of wounding the feelings of any person, or of 

insulting the religion of any person, or with the knowledge that the feelings of any person are likely to be 

wounded, or that the religion of any person is likely of sepulture, or any place set apart for the remains of the 

dead, or offers any indignity to any human corpse, or cause disturbance to any person assembled for the 

performance of funeral ceremonies, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term 

which may extend to one year, or with fine or with both.‘ 

Section 298  
 
Uttering words, etc. with deliberate intention to sabotage Religious sentiments whosoever with the deliberate 
intention of damaging the religious feelings of any person, utters any word or makes any sound in the hearing 
of that person, or make any gesture in the sight of that person, or places any object in the sight of that 
person, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to one year, or 
with fine, or with both.‘ First Edition In 1972 section 295-A was introduced as a result of the failure to convict 
one Rajpal, who had written a scurrilous tract against the holy Prophet [PBUH]. Rajpal‘s acquitted led to 
serious Muslim-Hindus communal tension. To fill the lacunae in the laws that had enabled his acquitted 295-
A was introduced by the Act XXV of 1927. This was the second blasphemy law. Section 295-A Deliberate 
and malicious acts intended to outrage Religious feelings of any class by insulting its Religious (or) Religious 
believers ‗whoever, with deliberate and malicious acts intended to outrage religious feelings of any class of 
His Majesty‘s subjects, by words either spoken or written, or by visible representations, insults or attempts to 
insult the religion or religious beliefs of that class, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description 
for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both.‘ Additions by General Zia-UL-Haq There 
after the laws remained unchanged until 1980. Between 1918 and 1947 there are only 4 reported cases in 
India under sections 298 and 295-Ai.e. The blasphemy laws between 1947 and 1986 there were only 5 
reported cases in Pakistan. All the above laws also continue to be part of the Indian and Bangladesh Penal 
Codes. In 1980 section 298-A was introduced. This was the third blasphemy law. Section 298-AUse of 
derogatory remarks, etc. in respect of Holy person ages ‗Whoever by words, either spoken or written, or by 
visible representations, or by any imputation, innuendo or insinuation, directly or indirectly, defiles the sacred 
name of any wife [Ummul Mumineen], or members of the family [Ahle-bait], of the Holy Prophet [PBUH] or 
any of the righteous Caliphs [Khulafa-e-Raashideen] or companions [Sahaaba] of the Holy Prophet [PBUH] 
shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to three years, or with 
fine or with both.‘ Section 295-BDefiling etc. of a copy of Holy Qur‘an‗ Whoever willfully defiles, damages or 
desecrates a copy of the Holy Qur‘an or of an extract there fromor uses it in any derogatory manner or for 
any unlawful purpose shall be punishable with imprisonment for life.‘ 
 

Section 295-C 

Use of derogatory remarks etc. in respect of the Holy Prophet [PBUH] ‗Whoever by words, either spoken or 

written, or by visible representation, or by any imputation, innuendo, or insinuation, directly or indirectly, 

defiles the sacred name of the Holy Prophet Muhammad [PBUH] shall be punished with death, or 

imprisonment for life and shall also be liable to fine.‘    The two technical changes introduced by this law are 

that for the first time blasphemy becomes a capital offense. Further, in 1991 the Federal Shariat Court ruled 

that the option of life imprisonment was to be removed and the death penalty became the mandatory 

punishment for this offense. The second innovation is that this is the only law in the entire PC that requires 

the presiding judge be a Muslim. The other noteworthy aspect of this section in the absence of the 

expression willfully or intentionally in the text of the law. Disregard of the element of will or intention in the law 

makes the whole environment, suspicious of the reason that ―will‖ or ―intention‖ is an essential part of human 



 
 

behavior in the context of identifying a criminal offense. Thus, under section 295-C, a person committing an 

offense without ―will‖ or ―intention‖ is awarded death sentence at par with one committing it ―willfully‖ or 

―intentionally.‖ We can see that law is required to punish the ―unintentional‖ offense on the same scale as in 

the case of ―intentional‖ one, without any justification. Blasphemy laws, like other discriminatory laws, have 

changed the fate of Pakistani Christians, the Ahmadis community, and even the Muslims are not safe from 

this brutal and savage law. Christians and Ahmadis are the main targets of the fundamentalist and religious-

political parties. The law is being used for forced conversions, forcibly taking the lands and businesses of 

non-Muslims and for settling personal scores, rivalries, and vengeance. These laws have also hindered the 

preaching of any other faith except Islam. Nevertheless, these laws have proven to be the most injurious 

weapons for active religious persecution used by the extremists. Once a person is held under blasphemy 

charges, the victim and his/her family are sore-pressed and are harassed with problems. As a matter of fact, 

none of the victims has ever availed relief from the lower courts and have to go in appeal in the higher or 

even if the person gets relief from the higher courts, he/she can never go back to this place and have to live 

in danger for his/her entire life. 

Cases studies (fact-findings and free legal aid to the victims of blasphemy) 

1- Atrocious situation of Christians in Faisalabad   

Faisalabad is one of the metro cities of Pakistan in the province of Punjab, and has recorded population 

around 2,008,861 which mark it on the third number in largest cities of Pakistan.  

Being an Islamic state, it can estimate that most of the 

population is residence of typical Muslim community and 

as non-Muslim community including Christian community is 

very small in number but do has worth by having 

Christian‘s colonies in the center of the city Faisalabad. 

The Christian colonies are surrounded with Muslim 

community which makes Christians uncomfortable due to 

sensitive issue kind of blasphemy.  

Elahiabad- 225 is a one of the Christian colonies in 

Faisalabad where an atrocious situation took place dated 

on Feb 23, 2018. Christians‘ True Spirit got the word about 

this serious incident by a local Pastor, and CTS team 

rushed to the spot to find real facts of the incident. 

The locals, Amir Anwar s/o Anwar George & Nasreen Bibi 

informed that the team about the quarrel took place when a 

Christian boy Elliya  s/o Riaz Masih were flying kite, and 

his kite fell down in the Muslim‘s house yard. When Eliya 

went to that house and asked for his kite, the young 

Muslim boy had a quarrel with Eliya and refused to give his 

kite back to him. Eliya came back and informed about the 

quarrel to his father Riaz Masih and Uncle Imtaiz Masih.  



 
 

Riaz Masih and Imtiaz Masih went to the Muslim‘s place to complain the matter whereas the Muslim family 

was annoyed they warned Christians for severe circumstances.  

Riaz Masih and Imtiaz Masih are government employees in Wasa and corporation; they are well settled and 

financially better as compare to others Christians in the town. It was the one of the reasons which makes 

Muslims jealous for them.  

The locals feel that the recent dispute among kids was just a tool to make a reason to attack Christians and 

violate the due to their Christian faith. The CTS resource person Amir Anwer informed that local Muslims 

have already a grudge from the last dispute at Eid Milad – ul- Nabbi (Muslims festival in the memory of birth 

of Mohammad) because of the misuse of the loud speaker but it was solved for the time being.  

However, the local Muslims kept the issue in their hearts and 

decide to take revenge when they get a chance. There was one 

more very highlighted issue regarding the property. Muslims 

allege Christians to grab the property of Madras (Islamic 

School) which has been merged in the Church. They news 

spread in the locality was, that Riaz Masih and some other 

Christians disgraced and insulted the religion Islam which is 

blasphemy.  

Muslims from ―Tehreeka –e – Labaik Ya Rasool Allah‖ wrote 

objectionable slogans on the walls in the area and at the front of 

Church. 

A scuffle was created among the Christians and the Muslims 

already in the evening time, meanwhile a Muslim boy namely 

Saqqib alias Saqqi who was defending Christians, he suddenly 

opened fire; a Muslim man got injured with the gunshot after 

firing Saqqib was escaped and Riaz Masih got arrested in this 

matter.  

Shortly, the incident news spread around and a huge number of 

Muslims gathered along with petrol in gallons as they intended 

to set the Christians‘ Colony Elahiabad – 225 on fire. 

Meanwhile the local police played its role to control the matter; 

at somehow the condition in the locality was sensitive. The 

matter was settled down by the both community‘ religious 

leaders but at about 11 pm Muslims attacked Christians again 

to give them mental stress and torture.  

There are about 300 to 400 Christian families resident at 

Elahiabad but due to the situation in the area, they vacant their 

places.   

A local Muslim named Munawar Shahzad s/o Nazar Hussain 

residence of same had filed a fake FIR against 1- Riaz Masih s/o 



 
 

Ijaz, 2- Imtiaz s/o Ijaz, 3- Saqib alias Saqqi s/o Mohammad Mansha (Muslim boy who did firing), 4- Mrs. Riaz 

w/o Riaz and other unknown people for the allegations 295 – A, 324, 148 and 149 under PPC.  

Riaz is in police custody whereas his wife and brother got escape along with families to save lives.  

CTS team observed a high level of fear among the Christians and they fled for safety without caring their 

houses and belongings. They leave houses open and all houses were locked by the local police for security. 

There were only 5 or 6 families left in the town.  

Police was cooperative and provided protection and security at the Church gate (Khushkhabari Church), as 

there was a fear of Muslims attack on the church.  

 

2- Aneel Bashir  

Aneel Bashir s/o Bashir Masih 29-year-old, a Christian resident of E – block, 
Youhanabad, Ferozepur Road Lahore lived along with his siblings including 
2 sisters, 3 brothers, named 1- Naima Bashir (35), 2- Sonia Bashir (30), 3- 
Aneel Bashir (29), 4 – Sajan Bashir (26), and 5- Suleman Bashir (22).  

Aneel and his other two brothers were doing in a garments factory as 
machine operators since last eight (8) years. Three of them were doing very 
good in their respective jobs and getting appreciation day by day which was 
not acceptable by the other Muslim colleagues. Although all Muslim fellows 
were jealous of them and tried many times to trap them in false allegations, 
however every time they become failed to trap these Christian brothers 
(Aneel, Sajan and Suleman Bashir). 

Unfortunately, Aneel‘s Muslim colleague got an opportunity when a new 
Muslim girl named Zaina Kiran d/o Mohammad Shahzad started work in the 
same garment factory as a machine operator.  

Zaina Kiran had some positive attraction towards Aneel and eventually, 
these feelings turned into a mutual love. Muslim fellows of the said couple came to know about their affair for 
a year and had started gossip against Aneel.  

They informed a few local Muslim clerics about Aneel‘s relation with a Muslim girl Zaina Kiran. It was an 
unacceptable relationship when a Muslim girl was involved with a Christian boy. They started to pressurize 
Aneel Bashir to be converted into Islam, when Aneel refused to embrace Islam; the Muslim boys (fellows) 
beat him and took him forcibly at Jamiya Naeema, Ghari Shahu (Lahore). The cleric (Moulvi, Mosque Priest) 
asked Aneel to recite Kalma (Islamic verdict to be a Muslim) to embrace Islam.  

 It is worth for a Muslim Nikah practice that a Christian must be converted in Islam first, so the same 
happened with Aneel Bashir forcibly. Annel was also forced to get married to Zaina and within one and a half 
year (1 1/2), they become wedded husband and wife according to Islamic ritual dated on 27th May 2018.  

Aneel was alone in the cage of lions and couldn‘t defend himself, the circumstances compel him to follow 
their instructions, but still, after Muslim Nikah, he was practicing Christianity. When Zaina‘s family and her 
factory colleagues came to know about Aneel‘s Christian practice they became angry and threatened for the 
severe consequences. They openly said to kill Aneel and his entire family. Aneel brothers Sajan and 
Suleman who also work in the same factory has stopped going to their job place because of threats and 
violence they faced by Muslims. For months the earning members of the family sitting in home and living 
hand to mouth.  



 
 

Aneel has to live forcefully among his Muslim in-laws and has to practice Islam. He is not allowed to contact 
his Christian parents and siblings. He was threatened for life of his parents if he tried to visit his parents they 
will be killed. Muslims asked him to not visit his parents and siblings because he is a Muslim now, and was 
forcefully bring to the Mosque and asked to offer prayers of Islam. Aneel was not willing to do practice Islam 
and go to the mosque. He started to live along with his wife in a separate house in the same locality where 
his in-laws lived. In this way he planned to escape from the custody of his in-laws.  He became frustrated and 
he said that he is a Christian and he was not a Muslim by his will. For that reason he was attacked and 
severely beaten up by his brother-in-laws and his wife was also beaten up because she supported her 
husband Aneel Bashir.  

Aneel hardly managed to escaped from the place of his Muslim in-laws along with his wife and lived hide. 
Since the time Aneel and his wife Zaina are in serious life threat and they are in the danger of life by the 
hands of Muslim family and other religious Muslims and the factory workers. 

On August 20, 2018 Sajid Christopher referred Aneel Bashir to CTS office for possible assistance regarding 
his critical situation. Aneel requested CTS to provide protection in the shelter home He feels his life on a risk 
as he does not want to practice Islam and can be killed any time for his faith. He fled for safety from his 
Muslim in-law's custody and live hides. His wife Zaina is with him as his wife and she loves him. She is 
pregnant for 5 months. She asked CTS for safety and life security of both as they are on great life risk by her 

Muslim parents and other family members. She informed CTS that not only 
Zaina's family but her relatives, as well as Muslims in the factory who forced Aneel 
to embrace Islam, can kill them both if they know that Aneel is not Muslim and he 
is not following Islam. Aneel said that he is a Christian and cannot change his faith 
and therefore, he requested CTS for permanent protection and secure future.  

CTS provided temporary shelter to Aneel Bashir and his pregnant wife Zaina. She 
is converted, and wants to grow her child under Christian‘s rites to make her Child 
humble, tolerant, and peaceful and a kind human being. Child born at CTS shelter. 

They requested for the permanent relocation to a safe and secure place. 

 

 

3- Sonam Shaukat  

A Christian girl Sonam Shaukat aged 27 along with her 

two minor daughters Abrina aged 7 and Arina aged 6 

and a brother Khurram Shahzad aged 30 has been 

relocated to Malaysia on May 05, 2018.  

Sonam Shoukat was forced to get marry 2nd time with 

a Muslim man named Mohammad Sarwer after her 

forced conversion to Islam in September 2017 and 

given a Muslim name Kaneez Fatima. Sonam suffered 

from domestic violence, sexual abuses and crises in 

the custody of a Muslim man. She ran away from the 

custody after six months of her conversion and came 

to her mother‘s place.  

Mohammad Sarwar made an issue of his ego and started to make her upset by doing wrong deeds; he 

becomes frustrated and created a Facebook ID by name Sonam Shaukat alias Kaneez Fatima, and 



 
 

published all rubbish against Islam, the Prophet of Islam and about Muslims. He uploaded Sonam‘s 

conversion certificate on the face book/ social media and also wrote non-moral words about Prophet 

Mohammad and Muslims. He uploaded Sonam‘s bath taking (nude) video over social media and challenged 

Muslims on her behalf that if someone has the courage to take her back to Islam. In this way, she was falsely 

manipulated to commit a cybercrime by her Muslim husband and alleged for a blasphemy as she disgraced 

Islam in the month of January 2018. He also published house address of Sonam‘s mother where she lived 

and asked publically to come and kill her as she does not care for Muslims.  

Moreover he posted her entire family‘s contact numbers, consequently, many people started to give her life 

threatened calls. Not only Sonam, but her mother, two sisters, and two brothers were also on people dials 

fingers. It was a very serious and sensitive matter for Sonam and her family. When locals saw her conversion 

certificate on the social media and abusive words for prophet Mohammad they filed an application in the local 

police station in Jehlem for hurting the emotions of the Muslims and alleged Sonam and her brother Khuram 

Shahzad for committing blasphemy.  

Meanwhile, Sonam was attacked by three Muslim men armed with wooden rods when she was on the way 

back to home after picking up her daughters from the school. She was beaten up severely and forced to go 

back to her Muslim Husband. Luckily she was saved by the locals passing through and she returned home. 

She was scared for her kidnapping again and her daughter‘s life. She was threatened openly to be killed 

along with her daughters, mother and her siblings. The local police also started raiding Sonam‘s mother 

place for the arrest of Sonam and Khuram Shahzad.   

Sonam go hide along with her daughters to some relatives, her daughters were in the fear of killing. 

Mohammad Sarwar was following her to take her back to Islam or otherwise, he will kill her.  

Somehow, with the reference of some reliable sources, Sonam‘s family approached Christians‘ True Spirit - 

CTS and requested for protection. CTS team rushed towards the Jehlem City and rescued Sonam along with 

her 2 daughters, mother, sister and two brothers and given shelter at CTS shelter house from February 8, 

2018.  

Since the time CTS provided safe residence, food, clothes and accessories to fulfil the basic needs of the 

family in the shelter house and made all possible efforts to provide them with a secure life.   

Unfortunately, relocation is sometimes the only option for many victims of violent crime who face enduring 

and credible threats to their lives and safety. However, in the world of enlistment, planes, trains or 

automobiles simply running far away is sometimes not enough.  Running away and remaining hidden is a 

steep challenge in the internet age. Consider the case of Sonam Shoukat a mother, a daughter who was 

relocated to different places away from her dangerous and abusive husband. Christians‘ True Spirit 

performed its great role to relocate her while wisely using some solid strategies to keep her new location 

along with her two daughters and brother in Malaysia.  

Addressing confidentially program was created with some of the international friends to protect victims of 

stalking, domestic violence, sexual assault and other crimes. This imitative by Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS 

offer a layer of protection against dangerous offenders who use people‘s private information to misuse.   



 
 

Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS team made a possible fly of Sonam‘s family including her two daughters Abrina, 

Arina and brother named Khurram Shahzad on May 5, 2018, and landed in Malaysia safely. 

In Malaysia, residence, food and other life necessities 

are made accessible to the family, and all set to a 

new location by CTS.  

Further, CTS also made good efforts to get Sonam‘s 

asylum application successfully registered with 

UNHCR Malaysia for their refugee status and secure 

life in future.  

CTS extend gratuities to all international friends who 

supported CTS through finance, prayers and moral 

for the possible and permanent relocation of Sonam 

Shaukat and her family.   

It is a humble request that it is not the end of the 

story. CTS still in need of support of this family for the monthly food, house rent, children‘s education and 

other needs on monthly bases. Therefore we seek your financial help, prayers and kindness for Sonam and 

family.  

4- Honey Arshad:  

Honey Arshad s/o Arshad Masih is Christian boy of 25 years and was living in Clarakabad, district Kasur. 

Honey is an eldest brother among his siblings and does as a professional mason along with his father.  

Honey‘s father was doing labor as a mason for many years and brought up his children with the little amount 

of earning by this job and his mother Safia Bibi was a house wife. 

Honey had fell in love with a Muslim girl Urooj Meher whom mother was also a residence of the same but 

migrated to Karachi. Urooj‘s mother Sheela was a Christian lady of the same village who was doing job as 

Staff Nurse and converted to Islam by marrying Muslim man Fakhrudin years back and settled in Karachi. He 

told that after being blessed with daughter Urooj Meher, Sheela Bibi got back after 8 years to her family in 

clarckabad and started relations again with her Christian family (parents).  It was very strong effect to Urooj‘s 

life and she started takes interest since her childhood, when she was some 13 years old.  

She was used to visit her maternal grandparents occasionally on Christmas event and Easter celebrations, it 

was very attractive for her and she took interest in Christian activities. During all this, she had interaction with 

Honey Arshad because Honey‘s family had very good relations with her maternal grandparents.  Both fell in 

love with each other although they had faith differences but they decided to be married with each other and 

took step against of their family.  

Honey and Urooj left their families and lived in hidden for a week, As Urooj‘s family came to know about their 

escape they lodged an FIR against Honey s/o Arshad and also against of his family for kidnapping Urooj, and 

uncle Ayub started to chase them and pursued a legal case against of them.   



 
 

Therefore, they had to marry under the Muslim Sharah law dated on 20th June, 2012, when Honey was only 

18th years old and Urooj was 19th years old. Urooj also presented her an ―Affidavit of Free Will‖ in which she 

stated that Honey is her wedded husband and it was an act of their mutual consent to be husband and wife 

according to Pakistan family law, she was not pressurized by Honey or his family.  

Honey and Urooj were living in hidden in Rahim Yar khan till today; Honey told to CTS team that he re - 

registered his marriage dated on 2nd Jan, 2014 in ―The Methodist Church in Pakistan‖, district Sahiwal to  

live a Christian life.   The couple blessed with a baby girl Liza Honey dated on 21st October, 2014.  

It was a critical situation for the couple to face along with their minor when Urooj‘s Uncle continuously visiting 

Honey‘s parents and threatening them to send Urooj back to her home and asked to dismiss their marriage. 

Honey‘s parents were very frightened and they left their home and started to living along with honey in Rahim 

Yar khan.  

Honey and Urooj is expecting their 2nd baby and wanted to give a secure Christian life to their kids.  

Honey contacted to CTS and requested to help him regarding his matter, although he is in hidden but his life 

is not secure.  Urooj‘s paternal relatives are trying to trace him to kill on the name of honor killing. Both 

Honey and his wife Urooj are very scared and getting life threats by unknown people. 

Honey and Urooj requested CTS for providing them secure shelter to save their life; CTS ensured them for all 

possible assistance either moral or legal.                      

5- Salman Sameer:  

Salman Sameer s/o Rafique Patras Masih and Suriya Bibi is a Christian boy of 27 residence of Chack No. 17 

M. L, post office Khas, Tehseel Pepalan and District Mianwali. Salman completed his matriculation and later 

due to financial crises couldn‘t proceed further in his studies. He and his siblings are four; he is oldest among 

them and got the family responsibilities in his early age to support his parents. Salman is a carpenter by 

profession.  

Three years back, Sunny came to Lahore regarding his job with the reference of his friend. He started a job 

as carpenter in a furniture company Machano at ghazi road, Lahore.  By December, 2016 while working with 

Machano, he was sent to a beauty salon namely ―Yasmeen Beauty Saloon‖, in DHA Lahore for some 

furniture work. In beauty salon, he had to work for a week, during his work he had attraction towards one of 

the salon employees namely Amreen Muneer. She is a daughter of a Muslim couple Mohammad Muneer and 

Balqees bibi and she is of 23 years. She does belong to Kot Pehlwan, Tehseel Pindi Bhattiyan District 

Hafizabad, but later migrated to Lahore near to Defence Lahore about 20 years back.   

Amreen was doing in a salon as a beautician and get involved with Christian boy Salman, though it was a 

short time of a week for Salman to finish wooden work in salon, therefore he confess about his feelings for 

Amreen. Amreen was also in love with him and both became agreed to be a couple. Salman had done his 

task in a week regarding furniture work in Salon, but both Salman and Amreen had exchanged their mobile 

phone number to be in contact.  

For months they were on mobile contact and their relationship was on peak, Amreen was getting influence by 

him day by day due to his Christian faith and many times insisted him to marry with her. Every time Salman 



 
 

tried his best to convince her that they cannot be married due to their differences for religious faith. But 

Amreen was stuck with her statement to marry with him. Although, Salman was in true love with her and was 

sincere but he was also aware of the severe circumstances and trying to avoid the bitter situation.  

Amreen told that once she was on call with Salman, when one of his brothers Wazir caught her and inquired 

about the phone call. But she didn‘t tell about Salman and pretend as she was sharing with one of her 

colleague. Since that day, her brother doubted her and was in moment to chase her. Unfortunate to her, her 

brother Wazir came to know that she is involved with a Christian boy. He warned her to stay away from 

Salman and also snatched her mobile, so that she cannot make any contact with him again.    

Since, Amreen was not on phone contact with Salman, he became suspicious and approached her at saloon. 

Amreen told him about the matter that her family learnt about their relationship and they had snatched her 

phone too, & warned her to stay away from him.  

Salman brought her a new phone and sim card to be in contact with her secretly. Whenever, Salman made 

call her, she insisted him to be married with her. She also told him that if he wouldn‘t marry her, she will hurt 

herself or would commit suicide. She begged him that she is truly in his love and really wanted to be his loyal 

wife in his Christian faith. 

Since Salman was also sincere with her, so both got agreed and decided to be in a knot.  

On 10th March, 2018 Amreen left for saloon as a matter of routine and she contacted to Suleman to pick her 

from saloon, later couple moved to marry according to Muslim ritual because they cannot marry under 

Christian wedding law, but Suleman was practicing Christian faith.  

Later, Suleman and Amreen went to court and recorded a statement by Amreen that she is an adult and 

marrying to Suleman with her free will. A copy was moved to Amreen‘s local Police Station and to her house 

as well.  

Amreen‘s brothers got annoyed and asked to the local SHO – Police Station to trap Suleman in a false case, 

or in other case he will kill him. Suleman got threatening phone calls by unknown numbers. Amreen‘s family 

continually following the couple, they approached to CTS office through reliable sources and asked for the 

help. CTS suggested the couple to avoid phonic contact to any one and provide financial help as well. 

Currently they are living in hidden.  

6- Farhan Aziz 

Background: 

Farhan Aziz s/o Aziz Masih is 25 years old young Christian boy and 

does belong to Qaddafi Road, Street No. 5 – Mohallah Muslim 

Town, City Gujranwala. He is the youngest son of his parents 

among other siblings, i.e. six in number. His all siblings got married 

but he is still single and doing in a Photostat shop to survive. His 

father Aziz Masih had sold out his house since 



 
 

Farhan‘s mother died a few years back and started living at his brother Asif‘ s house in Muslim Town. 

Although Farhan‘s Uncle Asif and his wife Bushra Bibi live along with their six young kids (2 sons & 4 

daughters) they give a comfortable residence to Farhan and his father Aziz Masih too.  

 

Farhan is a young beautiful boy and fell in love with Farhat alias Tina d/o Rasheed Prem and Rasheeda Bibi 

in the neighborhood. Tina 25-year-old was interested in Farhan and wanted to be his legal wife, and 

promised him to get married. Farhan was an earning and hard-working person; he was an independent but 

very much responsible man. He often helped Tina financially to support her poor family. Farhan also bought 

her a Smartphone for regular contact; Tina was also committed to him and claimed as her loyal love for him.  

 

After days passed, Tina‘s parents and brother learnt about her love and relationship with Farhan and 

instructed her strictly to not have interaction with him otherwise they both will face severe consequences. 

Tina got scared and did the same, later she was engaged to the other boy by her parents.  When Farhan 

came to know about Tina‘s engagement, he went to her house to talk to her parents. But they kicked him out 

with abusive languages and warned him to stay away from their daughter.  

This is made him very disappointed and got disturbed. He shared 

with his paternal uncles about the money he had given to Tina‘s 

family in their needy time. Farhan and his uncle went to Tina‘s 

house again and claimed for the money but her brother Shamoun 

Masih got annoyed at Farhan and his uncle and once again 

threatened them for severe circumstances and kicked them. Farhan 

got very upset and wanted to speak with Tina to make things clear 

in their personal relationship.  

It is worth to mention here that Tina‘s brother had a friendship with a 

Muslim Moulana who is used to even visit their house regularly and 

the locals said that ―Shamoun was in Moulana‘s influence and somehow do practice some Muslim rituals‖ as 

well.    

Tina was under control to his brother and other family and was used against Farhan to trap him.  

A few days later the above happening, Tina approached Farhan and told him that she was not happy with her 

engagement with some other boy and she wanted him to get back in contact with her, and therefore she 

needs a cell phone separately. Farhan got in agreed and brought her a new small phone along with a sim 

card (registered with his name) to have phonic contact with her. Unfortunately, Farhan trapped in Shamoun‘s 

plan which he had planned along with his Muslim Moulana friend.  

On 1st August 2018, both Shamoun and his Muslim Moulana friend took the phone and sim card of Farhan 

from his sister Tina and sent some inappropriate text messages to Muslim friends to allege Farhan in a fake 

Blasphemy case. It was just a revenge on personal issue i.e. Farhan‘s love story with Shamoun‘s sister 

Farhat alias Tina and some amount of rupees, Farhan had asked for to get back.  



 
 

Shortly, the text messages news spread all over in Muslim Town and surroundings, which had compel the 

local Muslims (Tehreek – e – Labaik) gathered to the place with anger holding rods, petrol gallons to set in 

fire the Christians‘ houses but with the help of Police Security In charge Malik Riaz somehow controlled the 

situation and immediately asked the Christian families to vacant the place for their lives, stated local Pastor 

Allah Rakh – Presbyterian Church, Muslim Town.  

But the threats and situation are still alarming for the Christian 

Community, The mob got gathered in front of Police Station and 

pressurized to lodge an FIR against of Farhan Masih s / o Aziz Masih. 

They also demanded to Police to get Farhan in front of them, so they can 

hang him openly. Police hardly control the mob and took Farhan arrest in 

Jail after lodging an FIR No. 356 / 18 under section of Prevention of 

Electronic Crimes Act 2016 10 (a) (b), Prevention of Electronic Crimes 

Act 2016, and 295 – C under Pakistan Panel Code dated on 02 August, 

2018 at 01:00AM at Police Station Gharjakh, District Gujranwala, E – 

Tag No. GJK – 8 / 2 / 2018 – 480. 

After Farhan is arrested police took Shamoun Masih in custody for the 

same case because he was the person who did text messages through 

Farhan's mobile phone. Police kept both in custody for interrogation and to find the real accused.  

Christians‘ True Spirit - CTS got the news about 

the incident and the very next day the team rushed 

towards the Muslim Town Gujranwala headed by 

Ms Katherine Sapna Director to see the situation in 

the locality and help the distressed victim families 

by a legal support and to get the real facts of the 

incident.  

The team met the local administration and police 

officials District Police officer (DSP) Senior 

Superintendent of Police (SSP) Station House 

Officer (SHO) and urged for the peace in the town 

and the life safety of the all Christian residents at 

Muslim Town Gujranwala. The team called a 

meeting of Peace Committee Gujranwala including 

Qari Umer Saleem s / o Zahid Salim from Tehreek 

– e – Labaik showed worries regarding the life 

safety and house protection of the victim's family 

as well as other Christian residents as there was 

an open threat to burn the houses and kill 

Christians.  

On August 5, the families were back to the town 

and CTS team along with the local friends and 

police was present in the locality and encouraged 



 
 

people to unlock their houses and live in along with their children.  

Gujranwala administration and local police have taken responsibility for the safety and security of the 

Christians in the Town and Dolphin Police have been appointed for security.  

Team Findings: 

Blasphemy cases under the telegraph act are in trend and the number of cases increasing. Since the 

Blasphemy law was introduced in Pakistan, it has been misused for accusing people of the personal interests 

and for revenge but there is not a single true case until now. Blasphemy laws are used to attack people, grab 

properties and to kill people.  

Although the Peace committee trying to promote Peace and the Police is providing security in town but the 

situation is still alarming, about 26 families are on severe threat and risk by the extremists who may attack 

Christians any time and kill the innocent Christians.  

 

CTS Director and the team visited some of the males of the families and ensure them to provide every 

possible assistance either legal or financially during their tough time. 

Farhan Aziz released from the blasphemy case: 

Farhan Aziz s/o Aziz Masih victim of blasphemy has been released 

on April 30, 2019; Police has declared him innocent, an alleged 

charge of 295 C has been removed after fair investigation by SP city 

Gujranwala. Farhan is 23 - 25 years old young Christian boy resident 

of Muslim Town, City Gujranwala got arrested by police after he was 

falsely accused of blasphemy by a neighbor lived to his next door 

and a case FIR no. 356/18 was registered under offence 295C PPC 

in the police station Garjakh Gujranwala.  

Farhan got arrested in August 2018 and since the time he was in the 

police lockup. After long struggle of Katherine Sapna Director 

Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS (Lahore based organization) along with the CTS team including legal advisors 

has been succeeded to provide relief to Farhan Aziz and his family. CTS appreciate sincere cooperation of 



 
 

Gujranwala police that they conducted a fair and just investigation under the supervision of Abdual Qayyum 

Gondal, Senior Police Officer City Gujranwala to find out that Frahan Aziz is not a blasphemer. He is a true 

believer of Christ as well as a good citizen.    

Halleluiah! After release Farhan Aziz and his family still feels threats to wellbeing and requested for the 
secure and safe accommodation in CTS Panah center. Since April 30, 2019 Farhan is in the shelter of 
Christians‘ True Spirit - CTS and feel safe here. CTS wish and look forward to a safe and good future of him.  

7- Suneel Saleem 

Suneel Saleem s/o Saleem Masih aged 32 a Christian resident of Lahore city 

tortured to death by the doctors at and famous Services Hospital Lahore.    

Suneel lived a happy married life along with his wife Asia Suneel aged 25 and 

four kids named Sarick Suneel aged 8, Isaac Suneel aged 6, Erica Suneel 

aged 4, and youngest daughter aged 2 ½ months at the time of death of their 

father.  

It was reported that Suneel Saleem visited Services Hospital, Lahore along with 

his sister Kiran Kashif for her gynae checkup, his brother Aneel Saleem, Kiran‘s 

husband Kashif Shafique and two of his relatives Guddu and Kashif Robin 

accompanied him. A tensed situation took place between his sister Kiran and a 

lady doctor when Kiran asked the lady doctor to examine her personally. But the doctor referred her to a staff 

nurse with whom Kiran felt uncomfortable.  

Kiran requested the doctor on duty again and again for her proper checkup as she was in pains. The doctor got 

annoyed on her repeated requests and gave a slap on Kiran‘s face. For this, Kiran‘s brothers Suneel Saleem 

and Aneel Saleem tried to manage the situation meanwhile flood of 15 – 20 security guards, 12 ward boys and 

about 10 young doctors attacked them and gave severe beatings instantly, that all mentioned Suneel, Aneel, 

Kashif and Guddu couldn‘t defend themselves immediately. However, one of them Kashif Shafique (Kiran‘s 

husband) dial for 15 to call Police which was although helping that time to control the severe situation. Hardly, 

Police got control the situation and release them from the hospital staff (mob). Aneel Saleem, Kashif Shafique, 

Kashif Robin and Guddu got severe injuries whereas Suneel Saleem couldn‘t beat the internal or external 

injuries and he lose his life in the premises of Services Hospital.  



 
 

 

Aneel Saleem lodged a case FIR No. 163 / 18 in the Police Station Shadman, district Lahore dated on 27th 

March, 2018 against of the Hospital staff mentioned as Dr. Salman and etc. Aneel requested to the Police 

department to give justice to his late brother Suneel Saleem for his untimely death because of hospital‘s 

immorality, which is a murder. 

Christians‘ True Spirit learnt about the sad news of the torture and killing of Suneel Saleem, went to the family 

for solidarity and to attend the funeral. CTS team met Suneel‘s family, wife and kids personally to share their 

grief and to be a source of comfort and contentment.  CTS offered an open support in the legal case, shelter to 

the family and financial help to the kids of deceased 

on monthly bases for one year. 

On April 6, 2018 Asia Suneel wife of Suneel Saleem 

along with her Children and in- laws approached 

CTS for financial support to her family. She reported 

that her family is under pressure and threat by the 

doctors nominated in the case FIR. The doctors 

forced the family to withdraw the case against them 

and for compromise. They threated the family for life 

and wellbeing of the kids of Suneel.  

CTS assured her full cooperation and support for 

their safe living.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 



 
 

8- Patras Masih  

On 19 February 2018, Patras Masih a resident of Shadra 
Lahore was alleged to commit blasphemy.  

17-year-old a young Christian, lived along with his parent at 
village Dhair Shadra Town Lahore, was allegedly accused of 
blasphemy by a local Muslim Hafiz Awais the age fellow who 
alleged Patras for sharing blasphemous content on social 
media. After the new spread in the Town, locals turned into a 
huge mob of more than 3000 in numbers, demanding killing 
of Patras Masih and his family. They also come to the police 
station and shouted for the lodging of FIR offence under 

section 295 C. The local police was unable to control the aggressive crowd of Muslims outside the police 
station and outside Patras Masih‘s residence.  

The First Information Report (FIR) no. 174/18 was registered 
against Patras Masih an offence under section 295C PPC 
which is about the use of derogatory remarks, etc., in respect 
of the Holy Prophet (PBUH) after a written complaint of Hafiz 
Awais a local Muslim in the Shadra Town Police Station. The 
situation in the area was getting worse, more and more 
extremists gathered there in Shadra Town and demanding 
arrest and killing of Patras Masih. The police blocked the 
roads and put cordon to keep the other citizens away from 
the town in order to keep the situation under control. At about 
6pm Patras Masih surrendered himself and got arrested by 
the police just in the care of the other Christian brothers and 
sister who could be attacked by the aggressive mob. 
Because the mob was armed with petrol bottles and nearly 
ready to burn the Christian‘s houses and belongings. A 
number of Christian families fled from the place to save their 
lives and left their unlocked houses where reported looting 
and steeling of the valuable ornaments. During interrogation, 
because of the police pressure and threat Patras Masih 

named his cousin, Sajid Masih, 24, a janitor in a local college, in the crime. Sajid was promptly summoned to 
the FIA building holding Patras. According to Sajid, when he arrived at the building of Federal Investigation 

Agency (FIA) on Temple Road in Lahore on Feb 23, he was tortured and forced to perform sex with his 
cousin Patras Masih by some officials of the agency. In order to escape this, Sajid jumped down from the FIA 
building and suffered multiple fractures. He also said that officials forced Sajid to call him and Patras ‗laanti‘ 
[accursed]. Then they ordered him to take Patras‘s trousers off and perform oral sex on him, for which he 
flatly refused, saying that they are brothers and the officials started yelling at them.‖ Finding no other way, he 
jumped from the window – and got severe injuries and fractures‖. 

Sajid was admitted in the hospital in very critical condition while on judicial remand Patras Masih was sent to 
the Jail on February 26, 2018. Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS is concerned and worried about the ill-human 
behavior of police officials towards the minorities. Beside this shameful and inhuman act there are many 
incidents recorded previously when police tortured Christians till death during investigation. CTS urged 
authorities to control such advances and strongly recommended reforms in all police departments.  



 
 

9- Shahbaz Anjum  
 
 

Shahbaz Anjum s/o George Anjum is a young Christian boy of 29, a 
resident of Gujranwala. He has 6 siblings, 3 brothers and 2 sisters. 
His father is a retired army servant and currently doing in a bank 
(Habib Bank Limited) as a security guard whiles his mother work as a 
midwife in the locality.  
 
Shahbaz Anjum worked as a painter for the last 13 years. He got 
married to Aqsa Noureen dated on the 22nd day of May 2009 and 
out of this wedlock they both are blessed with four children namely;  
1- Aleena Sehar 8-year-old, 2- Shanaya 6-year-old, 3- Xavier 4-year-
old and 4- Dawood 2 ½-year-old.  
 

His two brothers and two sisters are married and have their own families while his younger brother is Ijaz 
Anjum unmarried. Shahbaz studied until primary in school, therefore, he is familiar to read and write Urdu. 
Shahbaz was not so good to use android mobile because of lacking English. He was very much anxious to 
use Facebook and WhatsApp on his mobile phone.  
 
It is true that the Internet has made the world a global village even literacy is not a requirement to use it. 
Shahbaz also made an account on facebook with the help of his Muslim friend Razik. He used a facebook 
account just for entertainment; his children also got tricks to use the cell phone and often keep his phone 
engaged while playing games. Shahbaz is a very simple boy who even cannot log in by himself but always 
asked his friend to apply his ID and password.  
 
Blasphemy incident:  
 

On July 19, 2018, a group of 09 local teenaged Muslim boys came 
to Shehbaz at about 09:00 in the evening and called him outside 
the house. He just came out of the house and they all started 
inquiring him about his cell phone and attacked him physically by 
holding his collar and pulling him down on the ground. Shahbaz 
was shocked and annoyed for their attitude. But they showed him 
an image i.e. portrayed of Khanna Kabah of Muslims (The house 
of Allah in Saudi Arabia) beside the Hindu temple. In the photo, 
Hindu Bhagwan was putting his foot on the Khana Kabah like 
pressing it under the feet. There was also an Urdu caption with 
this photo (―send a   curse to Hindu god, and share this picture 
message"), 

 
One of the boys reminded Shahbaz that a disgraceful post had been shared over social media through his 
Facebook ID. Shahbaz was surprised when he saw this picture on his facebook wall and tried to convince his 
friends that he has nothing to do with this picture because he was unknown to log in at the Facebook. Muslim 
youth warned him to remove/delete the photo within 15 minutes; Shehbaz got scared and managed to delete 
the post. He was afraid and didn't share the incident with his family. He breaks his sim card and threw his cell 
phone in a canal. Shahbaz thought to himself that the matter is resolved and he becomes relaxed. Next 
morning dated on 20th May 2015 it was Friday; Shehbaz got a phone call by Chaudhry Rana Muhammad 
Ghulam Rasool and joined him for an election campaign, as he was supporting Pakistan Tehreek Insaf - PTI. 
Chaudhry Rana Muhammad Ghulam Rasool owned a pistol for his security but he often gives his gun to 
Shahbaz for protection. Meanwhile, Shahbaz received threat call by Muslim youth. Shahbaz explained to 



 
 

them that he has already deleted the post from his facebook wall although he has nothing to do with that. The 
boys started abusing him and threatened for severe consequences. Shahbaz became conscious and got 
afraid of these so many calls, he felt it is an alarming situation for him. When Shahbaz returned back from 
Rana Mohammad Gullam Rasool he heard that some people were looking for him to catch and harm him 
because of the blasphemy he committed through facebook. Shahbaz shared the entire matter with his 
Chaudhary Rana Muhammad Ghulam Rasool. He tried to solve the matter among the youth and called a 
meeting to address the issue but no one came to the meeting.  Shahbaz returned home with a heavy heart, 
he was so scared and shared about his tensed situation with his father and brothers. His family dialed to local 
Catechist Babu Luban and discussed the issue. Later, Catechist informed the matter to local Priest Rev. Fr. 
Emmanuel and Rev. Fr. Ashraf Gill and asked them for safety and protection of the family.  
 
Shahbaz went to his house‘s roof and noticed people gathering around his house premises which smelled 
bad. It was a Muslim youth who wanted to harm Shahbaz and his family.  
 
Shahbaz informed Babu Luban about the situation and showed his fear that he can be killed and burn. Babu 
Luban suggested Shahbaz flee for safely then Shahbaz and his elder brother Zia Anjum approached their 
parish priest Rev. Fr. Emmanuel and informed him about the situation. Fr. Emmanuel also suggested 
Shehbaz and Zia to vacant the house immediately and send their families to the other place for life safety. 
George Anjum (Shehbaz‘s father) told that one of his Muslim neighbors Mehmood Meer spread the news in 
the village and sensitized the Muslim community in the village that Shahbaz Anjum had committed 
blasphemy. It was a terrible allegation to get scared and left the home unlocked to save lives. 
 

After Friday prayer (Namaz -e -Jumma) many of people 
gathered in front of their house holding sticks, rods, acid 
galleons, petrol and kerosene to set the house on fire. 
Meanwhile, Shahbaz called his father George Anjum at 
his job place in the bank that the situation got worst and 
he shouldn't go back to home. All family rushed towards 
the Parish house, then the concerned priest advised 
them to leave parish house as well and asked them to 
move towards their relatives at different places. Shahbaz 
and his family did the same and went to Faisalabad city 
at his Aunt‘s place (Maternal Aunt).  But his father 
George Anjum and mother Night Bibi went back to their 
village at home.  
 

 
When the couple George Anjum and Nighat Bibi reached home and noticed that the circumstances are not in 
their favour, he was asked by Chaudhary Rana to go to the police station to control the situation and the 
villagers‘ reaction. when George Anjum when to the police station police locked him in the police lockup and 
inquired about Shehbaz's where about and kept him in the illegal custody for two nights as they wanted to 
arrest Shahbaz Anjum. Later on, police get freed George Anjum on the request of Chaudhary. 
 
Chaudhary Rana showed his grievance and informed George Anjum that he cannot defend them in the 
family, It would be better if they stay away from the village. George Anjum got very much upset and scared 
he made a phone call to his cousin brothers and shared the incident. His brothers approached Christians‘ 
True Spirit - CTS and referred George Anjum to CTS office for shelter.  
 
 
 
 



 
 

CTS Assistance: 
 

CTS rescued the family from the different place 
including George Anjum and Nighat Bibi from their 
home local village. They were on a high life risk as 
the local Muslims wanted to give fire to their house 
and burn the parents alive in the house. We thank 
the almighty Lord our God for the possible rescue 
and safety of the accused. CTS relocated the entire 
family to the CTS shelter for immediate relief.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Family details: 
 

1- Shahbaz Anjum (victim of Blasphemy) DOB 01-01-1989 
Aqsa Bibi w/o Shahbaz Anjum DOB 24-09-1988 
Aleena Saher d/o Shahbaz Anjum DOB 26-07-2010 
Shaina Shahbaz d/o Shahbaz Anjum 15-09-2012 
Xavier Anjum s/o Shahbaz Anjum DOB 01-01-2014 
Daud Anjum s/o Shahbaz Anjum DOB 04-03-2016   
 

2- George Anjum (father) 65-year-old 
Nighat Bibi w/o George Anjum 60-year-old 
Ijaz Anjum s/o George Anjum DOB 22-02-
2000 
 

3-Zia Anjum (brother) 36-year-old 
Saba Bibi w/o Zia Anjum 30-year-old 
Easha d/o Zia Anjum 6-year-old 
Reesha d/o Zia Anjum 6-year-old 
Roham s/o Zia Anjum  3-year-old 
 

4- Qaiser Anjum (brother) 32-year-old 
Nusrat Bibi w/o Qaiser Anjum 40-year-old 
Falak Qaiser 6-year-old 
Honey Qaiser 5-year-old 
Eman Qaiser 4-year-old 
Sinthiya Qaiser 6 months old  
 
 
 
 
Note: They all 20 people live at CTS shelter presently. They need permanent relocation within the country.   
 

  



 
 

10- Shahzad Masih  

Shahzad Masih s/o Rasheed Masih alias Pream aged 26 was accused of 
blasphemy by the locals in Muslim Town Gujranwala after an alleged case FIR 
registered under section 295C. The mob gathered in the Christian basti to kill 
Christians for committing blasphemy. The aggressive mob beat severely 
Shahzad Masih and asked police to arrest him.  

According to the CTS investigation with the local including residents, police, 
pastor and priests, it is found that there was a fight between Farhan Aziz and 
Shahzad Masih. Because Farhan Aziz was in love with a girl in his neighbor 
named Farhat Tina. She was the younger sister of Shahzad Masih. They both 
wanted to get married but the girl‘s parents get her engaged with her cousin 
Akash Masih. Even after engagement Tina was close to Farhan and asked him 
to get married in secret. In the town all Christian families knew the love story of 

Farhan and Tina.  

Shahzad Masih and his other brother Shamaun Masih asked Farhan to leave the place and to not having 
contact with Tina but Farhan do not wanted to leave the place and Tina as well. The girls‘s family became 
furious towards Farhan and there was a fight severe. 

Later Shahzad Masih consulted his Muslim friend Wali Mohammad who suggested him to plant a blasphemy 
against Farhan Aziz to kill him by mob at the spot. Farhan lend Tina a phone and a sim card which was 
registered on Farhan‘s name. Shahzad along with his friends did blasphemous text and accused Farhan Aziz 
by filling a complaint in the local police station Karjakh Gujranwala. Later they shared this blasphemous text 
with the other group of Tehreek - e – Labaaik.  

Shahzad was the complainant of the FIR against Farhan Aziz but when the mob gathered to burn the 
Christian houses the locals accused Shahzad for blasphemy because they know Farhan was innocent. The 
all Christian basti trust Farhan because of his kindness and love to everyone. The locals also know the fight 
of Farhan and Shahzad because of Tina therefore they were in doubt on Shahzad and they announced him 
blasphemer. The gathered mob stated beating Shahzad and his Muslim friends. Someone called police 
emergency and later the mob was controlled by police with the police intervention.  

After learning about the blasphemy case against Christian boy the locals got afraid. They escaped from the 
place because of the fear of burning the houses. Shahzad is not directly nominated in the case FIR 
registered offence under section 295C but he confined in the police station since along with Farhan Aziz. 
After a long inquiry of 9 month police set free Farhan from the blasphemy case while they found Shahzad 
guilty in this case and send him to Jail on Judicial remand.  

Shahzad‘s family approached CTS for shelter as well as legal assistance for legal case. 
They requested CTS for the post arrest bail of Shahzad. CTS assured the family for full cooperation and 
Legal support for the release of Shahzad Masih. 

CTS assistance:  

Christians‘ True Spirit - CTS has taken up the legal responsibility of the case to deal with. Mr. Nadeem 
Hassan and Mr. Qaisar John Advocate High Court and legal advisers CTS following and preceding the case 
in the court to provide relief to the victim family and accused Shahzad Masih. 

On the very first step CTS provided safe living to the distressed family by accommodation in the CTS shelter.  



 
 

Farhat Tina and Shamaun Masih (brother and sister) were also in the police custody for 6 months for the 
sake of police investigation. CTS efforts and negotiate with the high police officers for their release and 
innocence. Especially Tina and CTS was guaranteed to bring her to the police station when needed. Tina 
was released after 3 weeks arrest but they took time of 6 months in release of Shamaun. 

CTS team has been visiting Shahzad in the police 
station provided him food and other needs for one year 
during the police investigation. After one year police 
completed investigation and find Shahzad guilty in this 
blasphemy case declaring innocent 3 persons namely 
Farhan Aziz, Farhat Tina and Shamaun Masih and 
send Shahzad to prison on Judicial remand.  

Soon after one month CTS lawyers filed a post arrest 
bail petition of Shahzad in the session‘s court 
Gujranwala and they convinced judge for the release of 
Shahzad on bail as he was not a direct accused in the 
case FIR. But the bail application was rejected by the 
honorable court because the police have submitted a 
written report in the court against Shahzad Masih. In 

the prison CTS takes care of Shahzad‘s needs including food, clothes and other basic needs.  

Shahzad's old parents are sick and they have no source of income they have requested CTS for the monthly 
support to the family and their medical expenses.  
 
Family detail: 

Shahzad Pream s/o Rasheed Pream aged 28 he is in District Jail Gujranwala.  
  
1- Rasheed Pream 70-year-old (father) Sick Paralyzed 

Rasheeda Bibi w/o Rasheed Pream 60- year-old (mother) 

Asif Masih s/o Rasheed Pream 30-year-old (brother, unmarried) 

Musarrat Bibi d/o Rasheed Pream 36-year-old (Sister, unmarried) 

 Farhat Tina d/o Rasheed Pream 26-year-old (Sister, unmarried)   

 

2- Shamaun Masih 42-year-old (brother) 

Saima w/o Shamaun 38-year-old  

Shamaun has 2 Son and 1 daughter 

 

3- Samsoon Masih s/o Rasheed Pream  (brother )38-year-old 

Iram Samsoon w/o Samsoon 36-year-old 

He has 1 son and 2 daughters 

Note: Presently they family is not in CTS Shelter. 

 



 
 

 

Awareness and Advocacy: 

Each year, many International Women Day events are held worldwide - global gatherings, conferences, 

awards, exhibitions, festivals, concert performances, speaking events and many more. 

Events are held by women's networks, charities, educational institutions, government bodies, political parties, 

and of course the media and further communities. 

It is a day when women are recognized for their achievements 

without regard to divisions, whether national, ethnic, linguistic, 

cultural, economic or political. 

International Women's Day has assumed a new global dimension 

for women in developed and developing countries alike. The 

growing international women's movement has helped make the 

tribute a rallying point to build support for women's rights and 

participation in the political and economic areas. International 

women‘s day is a day of celebration and reflection on progress 

made to promote and protect women‘s equality and human rights. 

CTS keep the tradition alive, and organized an event to celebrate International Women‘s day and dedicate 

the day to the legendary late Adv. Asama Jahangir - Pakistan, dated on 13th March, 2018. Christians‘ True 

Spirit took hold of the chance to salute and acknowledge the women dignity.  

The program was about women that how they were successful and how lucky they are even with 

globalization , and also discussed the issues women are facing in society, like women getting molested, the 

falling sex ratios, school dropouts, child prostitution, unwanted dowry related death, and especially atrocity 

towards women. 

                  International Days' Celebration  



 
 

 

 

Formally event took place by lightening the candles, and presented 

dedications to national hero late Adv. Asma Jahangir (Human 

Rights Activist - Pakistan) for her countless services for the 

community and humanity, participants and the guest Mr. Khalid Gill 

and Miss Naila Nazir also joined CTS for this great 

occasion.Christians‘ True Spirit team arranged few games for 

women and young girls, who took part actively in salad chopping & 

Mehndi designing (Hina) competition.They enjoyed the event a lot.   

CTS presented CTS mugs to participants as token of love and 

encouragement.  

 

Director CTS Katherine Sapna encouraged the women and girls to 

take initiative for practical life to be strong and demonstrated to 

achieve goals. She also shared about Asma Jahangir‘s life struggle 

and ultimate success and fame, she considered her as role model 

for upcoming generation especially for women and adolescence.  

 

The guest woman Ms. Naila Nazir express her views over the 

celebrated day and share about some successful National or 

International women that how they got inspiration, keep themselves 

stuck with their motives and face the tremendous success in life 

after countless struggle. 

 

Christians‘ True Spirit‘s legal advisors (Adv. Qaiser John and Adv. 

Nadeem Hassan) also honored the event with their presence and 

showed their solidarity with CTS to celebrate a big day of Women to 

acknowledge their presence, struggles, achievements, uniqueness 

and of course success.   

 

 

 



 
 

 

It is very painful that several families do belong to blasphemy victims suffering in Jails and often are called 

needy, who they have not well or survival income to feed their families in a good way. Christmas season 

brings Joy, happiness, and hope for all who have faith in Jesus Christ and on His birth. 

 

For last few years Christians‘ True Spirit is making efforts to facilitate such deserving families who they 

belong to victims (Blasphemy victim) and suffering financially, and meanwhile approach to those needy 

families who are large in number but financially not strong to survive in a comfort way. 

 

On a very blessed and joyous Christmas event, CTS arranged a family get to gather to share Christmas Joy, 

happiness, celebration and thanks giving for this season dated on 20th December 2018. CTS invited 20 

families in this small get gather.  

 

 

Small gifts distributed by CTS. Apart from this, CTS also presented wool shawls to all women, warm cloths to 

all children as special Christmas gift. As following the verse from the holy bible ―Children are heritage from 

the Lord, offspring a reward from him‖ (Psalm -127 –Verse - 03). The most excited segment was the 

Christmas cake cutting ceremony along with families. At the end of the gathering Hi-Tea was served by CTS 

staff to all guest families. They were very excited and grateful to CTS for support.  

 Christmas Blessings shared with survivors and their families 



 
 

 

Easter is a celebration of a new life, and spring season to share new colors of life and joyous with each other. 

CTS organized an event to share the blessings of the season / Easter among families traditionally like past 

years in the shape of Ration distribution in the great memory of Jesus Christ's last Supper dated 29th March 

2018 on Thursday Morning. 

 

CTS always encouraged families to be strong in their Christian faith through prayers and good practices. The 

participated families' kids enjoyed the small event by painting beautiful Easter eggs, sung Gospel songs, 

recited Bible Verses and also performed tableau. All kids made good efforts and CTS presented them 

coloring sketchbooks as a token of love and joy.Families and kids were very excited and made the bundle of 

thanks to all CTS staff for making their season blissful through this small event of Easter blessings.  

          Easter celebration among survivors at CTS Shelter  



 
 

   

 

Yeshwa Cadet Foundation (YCF) Gujranwala is a project of Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS for the formal 

education of disadvantaged children living and working in the brick kiln factories in Gujranwala. YCF has 

successfully completed 6 years of free education since started in 2014.  

Annual result:  

There is a one day in a year for which the students and their parents wait anxiously. On February 26, 2019 it 

was a annual result ceremony of Yeshwa Cadet Foundation, CTS and YCF planned this day a beautiful 

celebration among students and to make the day memorable. So, for this special occasion and big gathering 

CTS booked a hall for the students and their parents to celebrate this day beautifully.  

YCF announced 100% result and appreciated students with result sheets, colorful awards and medals. The 

appreciation awards presented to those who takes 1st 2nd 3rd 4th positions. Students also win the awards for 

best student, good behavior, cleanness, good attendance, good writing and good learning. YCF appreciated 

the children and their parents also for their keen interest in the good education and good learning of their 

children. The event followed by lunch. 

Pictorial View  

 

  

              Formal Education of disadvantaged children   



 
 

  



 
 

 



 
 

 



 
 

 



 
 

 

Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS help and facilitate children at the brick kiln factories, to get free education by 

providing stationary and books and also arrange visiting teachers to teach these children in different times 

when they are free from their work and CTS pay their tuition fee. CTS aim is to promote education among the 

disadvantaged children to end illiteracy among poor and enable them better opportunities to live a better life. 

1- Pictorial view among children at Nizam Pura Kasur 

 
 
 

 

2- Pictures from Books & Bags Distribution at Hajji Nawaz, Bricks Kasur 

    Books & Bags Distribution at Brick Kiln factories Nazampura, Kasur 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 



 
 

3- Pictures from Books distribution among children in Manga Mundi Lahore  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

     A Training Workshop Organized by Christians’ True Spirit 

Christians True Spirit does believe that the ability and willingness to take the responsibility of the organization 

/ institution is a charge i.e. manages by a good leader who combined with an intrinsic drive to do what is best 

for his / her organization or institution.   

 

CTS encouraged its staff to participate in such productive seminars and workshops to be the finest individual 

in every field of life to meet the task. Christians‘ True Spirit is already doing for formal education in rural areas 

to promote education to establish a healthy educated society. Intellectualism is not the only one quality to 

lead a society / organization / institution / or even a minor unit.  CTS took the opportunity to promote 

leadership skills among people who does belong to different fields of life to produce more leaders to lead a 

society to get vision following commitment and persistence.   

However, for leadership to be effective, it must be built on a solid foundation consisting of a clear mission, a 

vision for the future, a specific strategy, and a culture conducive to success. New leaders need to understand 

that these concepts are essential for effectiveness and personal growth. 

Hence, CTS held a Three days training workshop entitled ―Leadership for Individuals – to Achieve Vision – 

Commitment & Persistence‖, dated on August 16 -18, 2018.  

Trainings, workshops ,seminars  



 
 

The training workshop led by well-known 

trainee specialists in Lahore. All three 

speakers / facilitators delivered their best to 

the participants.  

CTS aimed to build a strong foundation of a 

leader to identify the vision, focus the mission, 

get the strategy and tactics to plan, maintain 

organizational culture, communication skills, 

team building skills, learning, improving and 

practicing all above mentioned to achieve 

common goals.  

 

There was a great debate among participants “Great leaders are born or made”, and by the end of the day 

they learnt that great leaders are born but they can also be made.  

Effective leadership development helps organizations engage their people, unlock potential, and experience 

unprecedented growth. Yet, many organizations suffer from lack of confidence in their future leadership 

strategy. CTS leadership development training workshop precisely targeted strategy and leadership level to 

help its staff and surrounding to develop the next generation of leaders – smart, dynamic professionals 

prepared to lead their organizations into the future with confidence. 

Workshop facilitators took the different methods (activities / theory / videos / dialogues) to make the 

participants learned.  Thirty (30) Participants awarded with certificates. 

                          

Workshop High Lights 

  

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

                                                          



 
 

 

CTS is a Christian relief, development and advocacy organization dedicated to working with children, families 

and communities to overcome poverty and injustice in Pakistan. 

CTS works to promote a better future for disadvantaged groups in society through formal and informal 

education, advocacy and empowerment trainings of youth especially women and young girls from minority 

communities in Pakistan. CTS believe that sustainable economic growth is essential for self – reliance and 

alleviation of poverty. Providing basic education for marginalized groups caught in a conflict – ridden society 

is crucial for socioeconomic improvement. With education, increased skills, and improved employment 

opportunities, the potential for conflict will be diminished. Senstization  

The beginning of the year 2019, the Christians‘ True Spirit - CTS planned to conduct series of seminars in 12 

months by adopting different topics focusing on different people, gender, age, and profession especially 

women and young girls.  

Targeted group: Community living in poverty at Brick kiln Factories, Villages, Schools and Youth groups in 

the church 

The following topics covered: 

1. Force Marriage (shotgun wedding, marriage) (forcible wedlock) 

2. Domestic Violence (Abusive Relationship) ( manipulative relationship) 

3. Harassment  at home, work place, travelling, (harsh Sounding action) 

4. Importance of  Education (Academic and Religious) (relevance of education) 

5. Family Life ( early Married life)(Dwelling life, Abode Life) 

6. Awareness on Kidnapping  baby children and girls 

7.  Intolerance at home , Mohallah , society  

8. Traffic Laws awareness 

9. Illegal weapons Awareness 

10. Adolescent awareness ,especially for girls (pubertal Awareness) 

11. Human Rights Awareness (30 basic Rights) 

12. Livelihood according to laws Legal. (Bread and butter according to law) 

CTS conducted 6 seminars from Jan – July 2019 

a- Domestic Violence (Abusive Relationship) (manipulative relationship) 
b- Force Marriage (shotgun wedding, marriage) (forcible wedlock) 
c- Harassment at home, work place, travelling (harsh Sounding action) 
d- Importance of Education (Academic and Religious) (relevance of education) 
e- Family Life (early Married life) (Dwelling life, Abode Life)  
f- Awareness on Kidnapping baby children and girls  

 

 

Women Advancement Program  



 
 

1- Seminar on Forms of Domestic Violence  

Target Areas: Youhanabad Khaliq Nagar Lahore 

Number of beneficiaries: 60 Domestic Workers  

We see several forms of domestic violence including physical; emotional; economic; stalking, harassment, 

and sexual violence. 

1-Physical abuse does not always leave marks but cause a permanent damage 

2-Emotional/psychological abuse is a behavior your partner uses to control you or damage     your emotional 

well-being. It can be verbal or non-verbal. 

3- Economic/financial abuse happens when the abusers makes a victim entirely financially dependent on the 

abuser, with no power or say in the relationship. 

4- Stalking and harassment can happen between strangers or in relationships, where the abusive partner or 

ex demands your time even after you make it clear you do not want contact. 

5- Sexual abuse does occur in committed relationships and marriages. 

CTS team: 

Following are the CTS team members who did coordination in conducting these workshops  

Dr. Salamat Gill, Project Coordinator  
Stella Yaqoob, Report and Documentation 
Poonam Sadique, Program Officer  
Mr. Qaisar John Advocate,  
Tayyab Sadique Field Officer  
 

Domestic abuse is a pattern of 

coercive, controlling behavior that is a pervasive life-threatening crime affecting people in all our communities 

regardless of gender, age, sexual orientation, race, ethnicity, religion, social standing, and immigration 

status. The program was conducted in the church, 60 attendants including women & young girls‘ and 

underage who mostly work as domestic workers participated in this seminar. The session was opened with a 

prayer; CTS team shared the purpose of the seminar. Mr. Salamat Gill shared the kinds of violence‘s which 

are practiced in our community. Such as, male privileged, economical abuse, Emotional violence, concern 

threats etc. Further, the reasons and effects were discussed among the participants. 



 
 

The women and young girls learned attentively and participated actively. They also shared difficulties and 

violence they face at work places. There was also an open discussion and feedback of the participants, the 

young girls admired CTS mission and work to end violence against domestic workers. They appreciated CTS 

aim of educating women and awaking them about their legal and women rights. This group of women and 

workers love to listen again from CTS team, as they want to learn about basic hygiene and cleanliness. 

Legal aspects were discussed by Mr. Qaiser Advocate. 

        2- Importance of Education 

Introduction: 

The session ―Importance of Education‖ was opened by Mr. Salamat Gill (Coordinator CTS). In the 

introduction he introduced the Staff and CTS in detail to the participants.  

How CTS is working?  

                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Mr. Salamat Gill gave an intro of CTS and tells the 

people that Christians‘ True Spirit (CTS) conduct its 

relief and development work with a special focus on 

disadvantaged children living in poverty. CTS also 

engage in public policy advocacy work as a way of 

combating pervasive social injustice.  

 

Target Areas: Noble Public School, Rao Khan Wala a 

small village in District Kasur 

Number of beneficiaries: 150 Including teachers, students and their parents. 

CTS team: 

Following are the CTS team members who did coordination in conducting these workshops  

1- Dr. Salamat Gill, Project Coordinator  

2- Stella Yaqoob, Report and Documentation 

3- Mr. Qaisar John Advocate,  

4- Tayyab Sadique Field Officer  

Education in its general sense is a form of learning in which the knowledge, skills, and habits of a group of 

people are transferred from one generation to the next through teaching, training, or research. 

 Other words: Education is “preparing a person to face everyday life”. 



 
 

The seminar was arranged to target unprivileged parents and 

students of specific community of Christians in the small village 

Rao Khan Wala most probably a backward area. The people are 

illiterate and do not know the importance of education, therefore 

they do not allow their girls to go to school for certain reasons. 

1- The girls live at home and look after the children; they do 

not need of education. 

2- They feel unsecure their girls when they come out the 

houses, become the victim of rape or they abducted. 

3- The young girls work to help their parents in fulfilling the 

family needs. 

Miss Stella shared about the kinds of education such as a 

religious Education, academic education, and Ethical education. 

Mr. Qaiser John legal Adviser CTS shared some legal aspects of 

rights of education. 

In conclusion of the session Mr. salamat Gill advised the parents 

and students by some social examples. Conclusion was an 

emotional scene by female students (Aysha 13 years old) who 

dropped her study two years back. She expressed to enroll again 

after this session and she wants to complete her study. Her eyes 

were full of tears while she was expressing her views after a 

fruitful seminar (Importance of Education). It was a large group of 

students and parents (around 100 participants) those who were 

beneficiary of this session.  Principal of the school was a very 

active and noble man and staff of the school was quite 

cooperative 

3-Forced Conversion & Forced marriages 

Introduction: 

Everywhere in the world, marriage without consent or against the consent of the boy or girl is illegal. All over 

the world, every religion, customary and conventional law, have declared marriage as a civil contract. 

However, we deliberately neglect the prerequisite of a civil contract that is; a free will to contract of the 

parties. Therefore a civil contract without free will is void and revocable under law. Religiously speaking, 

Islam also does not allow forced marriages and it’s an offence under Pakistani laws. The Muslim community 

has many reservations on the campaign of forced marriages. They believe that the parents have a right to 

decide the marriages of their child.  

For Christians forced marriages have different meanings. Being a vulnerable community they face religious 

intolerance. The underage Christian girls are kidnapped, raped and forced to convert in to Islam and forced to 

marry their abductors and rapists.   



 
 

Targeted areas:  

Bhatta Azam Hussain  Nizaam Pura Kasur District  (40 Participants) 
Bhatta Haji Nawaz Feroze Pur Road Kasur  ( 50 Participants) 

Target Beneficiaries:  

Mix group of women from Muslim and Christian community. 

CTS is promoting education among the women at brick factories for sensitization through seminars and 

focusing on the women empowerment as well.  

After the team introduced Mr. Salamat Gill opened a proper session.  

Ms. Poonam Sadique briefly introduced women about the forced marriages. The women and young girls 

actively participated the session and raise the issues of the forced as well as the early marriages.  

Madam Shamsa Hussain highlighted the issues of the forced marriages, she said that early marriages / Child 

marriages are driven by poverty and has many effects on young girls' health: increased risk for sexually transmitted 

diseases, cervical cancer, malaria, death during childbirth, and obstetric fistulas.  

Mrs. Mona Sohail shared personal experiences and problems of early marriage with the participants; it made 

the session more interesting with the and live example and testimony. It was helpful to the participants to 

speak openly and raise the point and give feedback.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Under-age & Forced Marriage is a Crime: 

Advocate Ruhama Ayub highlighted that under-age marriages and forced marriages are crime by law 
and there is a punishment and fine by the Pakistan Penal Code. 

She also shared the following for the awareness of the participants.  

 Any person marrying a girl of less than 16 years of age and the person conducting such marriage, 
including the Nikkah Solemnizer and Nikkah Registrar shall be liable for imprisonment upto 6 months 
and fine Rs: 50,000/-. [Punjab Child Marriage Restraint (amendment) Act 2015] 

https://www.punjabpolice.gov.pk/system/files/PunjabMarrriageRestraint%28amd%292015.pdf


 
 

 Customs like Wanni and marriage in lieu of compromise, or marriage with the Holy Quran are illegal, 
liable for imprisonment for 3 to 7 years and fine of Rs: 500,000/- [S.310-A, 498-C Pakistan Penal 
Code] 

 A person forcibly marrying a girl against her will is liable to be punished with imprisonment for 3 to 7 
years and a fine of Rs: 500,000/- [S.498-B Pakistan Penal Code] 

 Complaint regarding underage marriage can be registered with Police/Union Council/Judicial 
Magistrate.  

  

The event was followed by the refreshment. 

 

https://www.punjabpolice.gov.pk/system/files/310A498BC.pdf
https://www.punjabpolice.gov.pk/system/files/310A498BC.pdf
https://www.punjabpolice.gov.pk/system/files/310A498BC.pdf


 
 

 

On the growing number of Christian young women abduction and forced Conversion 

On April 30, 2018, Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS hold a press conference at 

the Lahore Press Club to record a protest against injustice toward religious 

minorities women in Pakistan. CTS urged the government to stop such 

accesses of forced conversion and forced marriages of minority women. CTS 

also pointed out a number of cases of sexual harassment of underage girls at 

work places.  

Press statement was also shared with media and Respected Journalists 

Friends!  

Christians‘ True Spirit - CTS is very much concerned about the growing 

number of cases of sexual harassment, domestic violence, forced marriages 

and forced conversions of underage minority girls especially Hindu and 

Christians.  

There are many cases in the police stations where police do not cooperating in filling the cases of kidnapped 

girls on the parent‘s reports and there are a number of unreported cases because of the police attitude and 

social pressure in specific communities. Beside all, we cannot forget the role of print and electronic Media in 

highlighting the issues of religious minorities.  

On the other hand politician, legislative 

committees and law enforced agencies were 

unable to make any strong policy or strategy 

to stop such kind of incidents and punish the 

people. Accused in these cases are set free 

without any punishment and because of 

impunity the ratio of these cases amazingly 

increasing.  

Through this press conference CTS called 
Chief Justice of Pakistan to take a serious 
notice on the forced conversion and for 
marriage of minority women to ensure the 
safety and wellbeing of women in Pakistan.   
 
 

 
Katherine Sapna Karamat  
Executive Director & CTS team  
 

          Press Conference at Lahore Press Club 



 
 

 
Visit report Malaysia  

Overall situation of Malaysian Asylum Seeker’s Status: 

Malaysia is not party to the 1951 Refugee Convention or its Protocol and does not have an asylum system 

regulating the status and rights of refugees in past years. There wasn‘t a legal framework over asylum issues 

which proved a great unpredictability in the lives of the refugees in the said country.  

It was a challenging environment for the protection of the refugees, there was not difference between a 

refugee and an undocumented migrant.  Refugees are helpless to arrest for immigration offence.  

They are suffering with detention, prosecution, whipping and deportation. The local NGOs are in low capacity 

to support asylum seekers and refugees whereas international organizations / NGOs are unable to operate in 

country.  

By the year 2010 to first quarter of 2011, it was said that some positive steps were adopted for the 

development of the asylum issues. In which UNHCR presented a proposal to Malaysian Government to 

establish a legal framework the refugees / asylum seekers.  

The absences of legal framework for protection and week administrative structure for asylum have caused 

many people of concern to remain at risk.  Although UNHCR made a signatory with Malaysian Government 

to treat the refugees according to asylum rules and regulations, she is also responsible to monitor detention 

facilities and works to secure the release of refugees, while supporting health, education and community 

reliance programmes and promoting strong solutions for refugees and asylum seekers.  

CTS team visit: 

Katherine Sapna Executive Director and Asher 

Sarfraz Chief Executive visited Malaysia on May 

05 -12, 2018 to know the situation of Pakistani 

asylum seekers. The visit was facilitated and 

coordinated by CTS member in Malaysia Mr. 

Amir Sohail and his family.  

During the time they have been visiting 

individuals in the houses and saw their living and 

also in the church as a community.  

The mentioned above is an ideal developments 

but currently refugees are suffering in the 

country, in every field of life they do have task 

and risks to face. It is an observation that about 

3000 Pakistani families are facing the same, 

including adolescents, women, and pregnant women.  

             Support to Asylum Seekers  



 
 

The people suffer due to health issues because they are deprived of medical treatment. pregnant women 

face difficulty in their regular checkups and for this reason sometimes they face miscarriage, abortion and 

mother and child serious health conditions. The people live in this poor situation since 8 – 10 years. They 

informed CTS that if they need medical treatment and they go to the hospital they are double charged 

because they are illegal residents in Malaysia. Children cannot go to attend the schools because of language 

barrier and second they are illegal residents. A few schools by UNCHR working in Malaysia a few children 

can go to these schools but mostly children can‘t manage to attend as they live far away. While children‘s 

education is the most important concern is also not getting proper attention by UNHCR unfortunately.  

CTS observed that the people seeking asylum cannot have a work permit, or if somehow they do manage 

jobs at their own risk, the local police arrest them at the spot and send to jail or detention center therefore 

they feel risk going outside the house.  

Lives are at risk for them in the home country as well, they left their homes to get rid of miseries they faced in 

routine life and in search of a secure & safe future. But it was unpredictable for them what they are facing at 

the asylum status in Malaysia.  

UNHCR office is not responding 

to the refugees‘ applications 

accordingly, in result people are 

not securing in the country and 

suffering with hot-blooded 

upcoming risks in their lives.  

It is request to entire international 

organizations and individuals to 

adopt families to make their lives 

better in a way of living standard, 

and education.  

 

 

Legal Aid and Assistance: 

Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS also met the Christian advocates in Malaysia and requested to help the legal 

cases of Pakistani Christian asylum seekers when they face prevention and detention by the local police on 

behalf of CTS and the legal fee would be paid by the head office of CTS in Lahore.  

In 2018 CTS helped asylum seekers in 2 cases when they get arrested and were nearly deported to 

Pakistan. CTS also write letters to the churches and also to the NUCHR office when Christian Pakistani 

asylum seeker are in the need of any help.    

Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS  is committed to help and protect the rights of all human being. CTS assured the 

helpless Pakistani community in Malaysia full cooperation and legal support when needed.  



 
 

A visit Pictorial:  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Christians’ True Spirit – CTS  
 

Ref: CTS/LHR/18/36
 Dated: July 12, 2018 

Dear friends in the church of Malaysia, 

 

Greetings in the blessed name of Jesus Christ, 

 

Christians‘ True Spirit (CTS) is a non-government; nonprofit Christian organization in Pakistan founded in 

2010 and registered in the year 2015. CTS conduct its relief and development work with a special focus on 

disadvantaged children living in poverty. Founded on Christian principles, CTS also engages in public policy 

advocacy work as a way of combating pervasive social injustice. Collaboration with international partners, 

CTS work in areas of education, advocacy, health and protection/shelter of young women, children and 

families. 

 
I am a human rights activist and working for the persecuted people especially woman and children from 
minority groups in Pakistan for last 15 years. I am a member of Human Rights Commission of Pakistan 
since 2004. I am one of the founder members of Christians‘ True Spirit (CTS) and working as Director since 
March 2015. CTS provides safe accommodation to the victims of blasphemy and their families and the 
young girls who are abducted and forced to convert into Islam and forced to get married to a Muslim man, in 
collaboration with other individuals and organizations. 
 

On Feb 15, 2018 CTS team rescued a young girl along with her two minor girls from Jehlam a city of Punjab 

Lahore. Sonam Shaukat d/o Shaukat Masih about 26 years old resident of Railway Quarters house no.222 

near Sheesha Ground, back side of City Police Station Jehlum. She was married with Aneel Marqas on Sep 

18, 2010. Out of this wedlock she has two daughters namely Abraina Aneel 7 years and Ariana Aneel 6 

years old. Aneel Marqus was addicted and used to take liquor alcohol and other kind of drugs. He beat 

Sonam severely and forced her to develop illicit relations with other men. Sonam become fed up and left to 

her parents place. She demanded divorce and lived separate from Aneel for seven years. On August 01, 

2017 Sonam got married to another man names Sunil Ghouri. 

 

Sunil Ghouri worked in an Organization and often comes to Sonam and helped her financially as well as 

morally. Sunil showed love to Sonam and her daughters and asked her for marriage. He took Sonam and her 

daughters to Sahiwal and converted her to Islam forcefully. After few months of her marriage Sunil bring her 

back to her mother's house and went to his 1st wife. Later he came to her again and started living together 

with Sonam and with the passage of time he started asking Sonam to make physical relations with other men 

for money. Sonam kicked him away and warned him that if he will come to her again she will file a police 

complain against him. Sunil took all the documents including marriage certificate, I D card and gold jewelry of 

Sonam with him. Then he started cool war and blamed Sonam as loose character. Sunil threatened her for 

the alleged case of blasphemy against her, but felt herself enough strong to face fake accusations. He 

hacked Sonam‘s face book ID https://www.facebook.com/abriana.meshu.9 and also created 2 - 3 ID of 

Sonam Shaukat and started uploading her personal room videos and private things on the timeline. He also 

https://www.facebook.com/abriana.meshu.9


 
 

uploaded blasphemous data and derogatory remarks on her face book wall and doing these things on daily 

bases. Muslim friends and neighbors started using abusive and vulgar language for  

 

Sonam and her sisters on face book. The things were getting worse day after a day, Muslims were becoming 

aggressive on her and on January 30, 2018 she was attacked her physically in the day when she was alone 

at home. She remained safe with the help of neighbors and she was kept hide at a friend‘s place. Sunil did 

not stop but kept doing blasphemous things on face book ID of Sonam. The family also feeling life danger by 

Muslims, they are known by name and by face through face book.  

 

On Feb 10 the grieved family shared the matter with a local Muslim advocate name Asad Mirza and asked 

for the legal remedy. The advocate showed sympathies but later he also started blackmailing the family for 

money.  

 

On Feb 15 a local person contacted CTS and informed about the whole situation and Sonam was rescued 

along with two daughters and provided shelter.  

 

The news spread in the area and people started inquiring about Sonam Shaukat, her whereabouts, that who 

she is, and they are using abusive language for her. They showing aggression over face book and 

threatened for life after they saw blasphemous things at her wall.  

 

Local Mullahs came to Christian Basti and they inquired about Sonam, they approached police station and 

demanded for the lodge of blasphemy case and also immediate arrest of Sonam Shaukat. Mullas also asked 

police if she is not arrested they will kill her and her other family. Sonam mother Sajida Bibi about 48 year-

old, sister and two brothers left for safely and approached CTS for life protection.   

 
Sonam needed to move a safe and secured place for her and her daughters; she felt fear to her life in 
Pakistan. She is very much disappointed by the police inquiries and judicial system in Pakistan. Muslims are 
watching and following her to punish her for committing blasphemy. Sonam has been informed by a local 
friend that an application for the registration of the case FIR has been filed in the local police station against 
her and her brother Khuram Shahzad. Later on Police raided her house each day and night to her arrested.  
 
Therefore she requests for the immediate support to save her from arrest in this fake matter otherwise she 
will be facing legal process for years and years even she is not a guilty. She wants to keep safe her 
daughters and brother too as he is also nominated in the complaint filed in the local police station.   
 
CTS tried to delete the fake ID of Sonam Shaukat and did this successfully by the grace of God. But she is 
still on life risk. Extremists and fanatic people continually following her as they think that she is blasphemer 
and must be punished.  
 
Dear friends,  
 
CTS humbly request you for the help of Sonam and her family as she is seeking for asylum in Malaysia along 
with her two daughters Abraina, Araina and her brother Khuram Shaukat.  
 
Now a days the situation in Malaysia is also tough for her as the New Government has changed bylaws and 
shown strictness towards the overstay people and in this situation Sonam is on risk. I beg you for her safety. 
Please provide her secure place in the church or in the safe area.  



 
 

 
 
 
Christians‘ True Spirit – CTS will be obliged if you could help/support Sonam and her family to keep them 
safe in Malaysia.   
 
 
 
Every blessing, 
 

 
Katherine Sapna  
Director CTS  
Member Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP) 
Coordinator National Minority Rights Network (NMRN)   
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 
Christians True Spirit – CTS 
 

Ref no: CTS/LHR/18/35 
Dated: July 12, 2018 

Jeyaseelen & Co 
Advocates and Solicitors 
Jalan PJU 1 A/4, Ara Damansara 
47301 Petaling Jaya 
Selangor Darul Ehsan 
 
Subject: Legal Assistance to the arrested people in Klang 
 
In the reference: 
Name: Akmal Inayat s/o Inayat Masih 
DOB: 01-01-1953 
UNHCR serial no: 0060275 
UNHCR security number: 8836498 
UNCHR reference no: 35414C 14243 
 
Dear Friends, 

Christians‘ True Spirit (CTS) is a non-government; nonprofit Christian organization in Pakistan founded in 

2010 and registered in the year 2015. CTS conduct its relief and development work with a special focus on 

disadvantaged children living in poverty. Founded on Christian principles, CTS also engages in public policy 

advocacy work as a way of combating pervasive social injustice. Collaboration with international partners, 

CTS work in areas of education, advocacy, health and protection/shelter of young women, children and 

families. 

On 5th to 13th of May CTS team including me visited Kaula Lumpur Malaysia and had chance to visit several 

Pakistani families who seeking asylum in Malaysia and still I cannot forget the situation of these people who 

are registered with UNHCR but they are not given proper UN cards for their Identification and protection from 

the police raids and arrests since they are considered illegal for their long staying in Malaysia without valid 

visa. 

Meantime we heard about the arrest of Akmal Inayat (details mentioned above) by the local police and went 

to see him at Depot Imigresen Bukit Jalil. He is in the detention centre because of his illegal status in 

Malaysia. He is registered with the UNHCR Kaula Lumpur and has shown UN  registration  card  which  is  

rejected  already  by  the  concerned  police  as  well  as  the Immigration and still need to be  inquired for his 

overstay harshly in the prison. In   prison   Akmal   Inayat‘s body no is 1230. 

I humbly submitted my request letter to the UNCHR for the soft heart and kind attitude towards this helpless 

persecuted  man  who  is  behind  the  bars  and  facing difficulties  because  he  is not  properly registered 

with the UNHCR. I requested for this old man to help him to get rid of the police custody. I asked for the soft 

heart to get him release on urgent bases and to admit him in the hospital and proper registration should be 

made with the UNHCR. 



 
 

Akmal Inayat is an old man of 65, suffering from diabetic and he is often sick. He cannot tolerate with the 

prison attitude. Therefore the management of CTS has decided to appoint a lawyer in Kaula Lumpur to 

peruse his legal case. 

Mr. Amir Sohail lives here too for last few years and he is representative of CTS in Malaysia to deal with the 

suffering of people. He has already told you about the situation of Christian Asylum seekers and their arrests. 

I would like to request you please provide legal assistance to Akmal Inayat for his bail or whatever legal 

remedies he may avail. CTS will be responsible to pay the all legal expenses in this case and Mr Amir Sohail 

will assist you as representative of CTS. 

Please let me know if you need any kind of supportive documents from Pakistan to attach to his legal case 

file.  After my visit to him in the custody in Kaula Lumpur, I have personally investigated the matter in 

Pakistan and I know a reason for which he seeking asylum in Malaysia. 

Akmal Inayat life is at a great risk, he is required to the extremists in Pakistan. It is true fact that  Pakistan  is  

not  a safe  country for  minorities  and  he  must  be given shelter under the declaration of Human Rights of 

UNO. 

I can provide all related information about his sensitive situation in Pakistan. I  look  forward  to your  kind  

and  swift  response  to  help  and  save  this  poor  persecuted Pakistani. We stay in contact in this fight of 

cause. 

Yours Sincerely, 

 

Katherine Sapna 
Founder and Director CTS 
Member Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP) 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Pakistani Christian Asylum seekers in Malaysia 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We welcome feedback!  

If you would like to send us feedback, or recommendations, please use the following details.  

 

 

 

 

Christian’s True Spirit (CTS) 
Office: 5 – G Waris Road, Lahore 

Cell: 0092 – 305 483 1404, 0049 157 514 416 26 
Tel: 0092 423 6299 556 
Fax: 0092 42 361 44 07 

E-mail: Christians.truespirit@gmail.com - katherine.sapna@rocketmail.com 
 

Website: www.christiantruespirit.com 

 

      

Contact Us 

mailto:Christians.truespirit@gmail.com%20-
mailto:katherine.sapna@rocketmail.com
http://www.christiantruespirit.com/

